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Where would we be without friends?
The university is strong and growing. This past year, more than 
$8.5 million was given in support of our programs, facilities 
and students. Regardless of their affiliation with the university, 
we call these donors our “friends.” They share our passion for 
aviation and wholeheartedly support Embry-Riddle’s mission 
of educating future leaders.   
All of our contributors play a major role in our 
continued success, and together they have helped build 
our reputation as the greatest aerospace university on the 
planet. An example of what can be accomplished when 
generous people come together for a common goal is the 
state-of-the-art James Hagedorn Aviation Complex, which 
opened this September. Our loyal friends collaborated 
to add almost 100,000 square feet of instructional space 
to the now seven-building aviation complex.  The new 
buildings will serve more than 2,000 students annually. 
See page 22 for more information about how this 
partnership creates a “Blueprint of Philanthropy” that can 
be modeled to achieve even more successes for Embry-
Riddle. 
Our friends also remember the university in their estate 
plans. Our Legacy Society members (page 9) are leading 
the charge in this regard, to ensure the future of the 
university for generations to come. Among them are Lee 
Noe (page 20), who created a charitable gift annuity that 
will endow a scholarship for military veteran students; 
and D. Keith Mosing (’97, ’95, 
WW) and his wife, Alice, (page 
28) who, in addition to their 
bequest, have established two 
endowed scholarship funds for 
students. 
Another valued friend, Roger 
Koch, (cover story — page 4) 
honored the memory of longtime 
Embry-Riddle Trustee, the late Ed 
Stimpson, and his wife, Dottie, by creating a $1 million 
scholarship fund in their names; the scholarship will 
support minority students pursuing engineering degrees at 
Embry-Riddle. 
We are grateful to our loyal supporters, as well as to 
those	who	may	have	given	their	first	gift	to	the	university	
this past year. Every contribution makes a difference. 
This Report on Philanthropy is an attempt to recognize 
these gifts and the givers, individuals, businesses and 
organizations, which make us strong. Their investment in 
Embry-Riddle’s new buildings, programs, research and 
human capital—our students—is invaluable.
Warmest regards,
John P. Johnson, Ph.D.
PresiDent anD Ceo
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●  Pledges*
●  Cash & Equivalents
●  In-Kind
●  Planned Gifts 
PhilAnthROPy By tyPE OF GiFt
$24,600
$3,694,478
$4,450,000
$346,872
●  Alumni
●  Corporations & Foundations
●  Friends, Faculty, & Staff
PhilAnthROPy By SOURCE
$1,971,972
$4,340,447
$2,203,531
●  Facilities & Equipment
●  Faculty Support
●  General & Unrestricted
●  Programs & Outreach
●  Scholarships & Fellowships
$681,382
$33,800
$363,650
$3,430,443
$4,006,675
PhilAnthROPy By PURPOSE
*BALANCE REMAINING AS OF 6/30/11
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FiSCAl yEAR 2011
TOTAL PHILANTHROPY $8,515,950
In these times of economic uncertainty, Embry-Riddle supporters 
have continued to focus on what matters most: students. Led 
by $4 million in scholarship support—including a $1 million 
gift from Roger Koch (see cover story) to support engineering 
scholarships—Embry-Riddle enjoyed another strong year, raising 
$8.5 million in gifts and pledges. 
With cash and equivalents up more than $1.2 million from the 
previous year, donors also saw the need to make an immediate 
impact on student lives, ensuring that more students could 
continue their education through these tough financial times. 
Embry-Riddle supporters are also focused on the future. They 
committed $4.45 million in planned gifts this past year. As new 
members of our aptly named Legacy Society, these donors are 
paving the way for future generations of students and building 
a solid financial foundation for the university’s next great era in 
education, research and service.
On the following pages are the names and stories of supporters 
whose generosity has provided the resources needed to ensure 
that our students excel and weather the challenges of a turbulent 
economy and the rising cost of education. With their support, 
Embry-Riddle is able to financially assist students and better 
prepare them to lead in the 21st Century workplace. 
FiVE-yEAR hiStORy OF GiVinG
●  2007   $10,239,839 
●  2008   $6,209,105
●  2009   $7,681,738
●  2010   $9,142,727
●  2011   $8,515,950
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Embry-Riddle
by the Numbers
2010-11 2000-01
Associate 507 370
Bachelor 3,352 2,684
Master 1,521 1,142
Total 5,380 4,196
Degrees conferred - all campuses
2010-11 2000-01
Aeronautics Department 3,118 2,413
Business Administration Department 748 575
College of Arts & Sciences 193 174
College of Aviation 698 564
College of Business 113 169
College of Engineering 510 362
Notes: A subset of these figures (for April/May/June 2011,  
Worldwide) are preliminary; Worldwide has departments instead of 
colleges. SOURcE: Institutional Research
Degrees conferred - all campuses by college/department
Fall 2010* Fall 2000
Daytona Beach 5,089 4,803
Prescott 1,705 1,689
Worldwide 16,423 8,044
Total 23,217 14,536
*As of Oct. 2010
Enrollment
Where are they now?
top Five States#
Florida 14,275
California 7,301
texas 7,046
Georgia 4,556
Virginia 4,483
top Five Countries#
United Kingdom 290
Canada 246
Germany 126
United Arab Emirates 106
Japan 81
Total living alumni 101,385  
#Based on 85,179 valid addresses
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University is growing. 
Enrollment over the past decade has grown 
by 60 percent, with the Worldwide Campus 
experiencing the greatest increase—more 
than doubling its fall enrollment since 2000. 
Students largely continue to seek out Embry-
Riddle for degrees in aviation-related fields, with 
engineering the next most popular major for 
students at the residential campuses. Now, with 
more than 100,000 alumni (as of May 2011), 
Embry-Riddle Eagles live and work in locations 
around the world.
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GEnEROUS SEAtinG
Former executive aircraft seating designer and engineer Roger Koch 
launches careers of minority engineers with $1 million gift
BY ANTHONY BROWN
M
iami businessman and entrepreneur Roger 
Koch has a simple philosophy for living: 
“Life is about doing good and having 
fun,” he says. “You have to make a living, 
but being able to do something positive 
with the fruits of your efforts is very, very 
rewarding.”
The former owner of Aircraft Modular Products is 
living that philosophy to the hilt.  Years after selling his 
manufacturing company in executive aircraft seating 
to B/E Aerospace for a tidy sum, Koch is still “doing 
good and having fun.”  Right now, he’s promoting a line 
of LED products that a couple of his former engineers 
invented. “They’ve got nine patents already,” he says, 
sounding like a proud parent.  “Their business is taking 
off, and they are doubling their sales every three months.”
His enjoyment in helping others succeed does not stop 
with current engineers.  He’s also looking to the future by 
supporting the next generation of engineers at Embry-
Riddle.	This	year,	Koch	fulfilled	an	earlier	pledge	to	the	
university by making a $1 million contribution to fully 
endow the Ed and Dottie Stimpson Scholarship fund.
“I wanted to create a scholarship program at a top 
aerospace university that would honor Ed Stimpson 
and	benefit	minority	students	in	a	technical	area,”	Koch	
says. “I wanted to give something back to aviation, and 
I felt that Embry-Riddle was the best place to make that 
contribution.”
CLosiNG the GAp
Koch established the Ed and Dottie Stimpson Endowed 
Scholarship Fund to help underrepresented students 
pursue engineering degrees, in particular African 
American students. Named in honor of his colleague and 
friend, Ed Stimpson, an aviation visionary who served 
on Embry-Riddle’s Board of Trustees for 24 years (see 
Edward W. Stimpson and Roger Koch: Friends in Aviation 
for more on Stimpson’s legacy), the gift was the result 
of a conversation the two men had many years ago while 
attending the National Business Aviation Association 
(NBAA) Convention.
“Ed and I were walking around one of the NBAA 
shows, and we were just remarking on how few people of 
African American heritage were in attendance. We were 
trying	to	figure	out	why	that	was,”	Koch	recalls.	“I	said,	
‘There are not a lot of African Americans in engineering 
or becoming pilots, so if we want this to change, we have 
to take some sort of positive role.’” 
At the time, he didn’t have the money to do anything 
about it, but Koch was determined. “Ed and I talked about 
it, and several years later when I sold Aircraft Modular 
Products to B/E Aerospace, I had the resources to do 
something about it, so I did.”
CLiMAte ChANGe
Koch’s resolve to help fellow engineers began with his 
own	struggles	as	a	young	chemical	engineer.	He	first	got	
involved with aerospace while working in Chicago for 
ITT Research, a company whose efforts supported the 
Space Shuttle program.  While he enjoyed the work, the 
cold winters were not to his liking.
As	Koch	tells	it,	his	next	move	reads	like	the	first	
chapter of a Hollywood success story: “I quit my job, sold 
all my stuff, loaded all the things I needed into the back 
of my AMC Gremlin, and drove down to Miami—without 
a job. Everybody told me I was crazy,” he says.
But like most great entrepreneurs, he had a secret 
formula for success: a positive attitude and a willingness 
to work as hard as he needed in order to succeed. 
“I scrounged around and found a job working at an 
aircraft maintenance company at the Miami airport,” 
he recalls. “They felt that if I could work on the Space 
Shuttle, I could work on airplanes.”
Over the next few years, Koch’s employer, Deca 
Group, expanded their maintenance operations to include 
outfitting	corporate	aircraft.	Koch’s	role	in	the	company	
grew	too.	“It	was	at	Deca	where	the	first	executive	
aircraft seat was developed, and I was involved in that,” 
he says.
By 1990, Koch’s understated “involvement” put him in 
a position to buy the company. In December of that year, 
he founded Aircraft Modular Products (AMP) and went to 
work “trying to make the company happen.” 
eNGiNeeriNG suCCess for others
At the helm of AMP, Koch led with the belief that you 
could achieve success through great effort and innovative 
engineering. “We put everything we could scrounge 
together into improving our products and certifying them 
to the new regulations,” he explains.
The results paid off. In spite of tough economic times 
(a number of airlines went bankrupt shortly after Koch 
"I wanted to give something back to aviation, 
and I felt that Embry-Riddle was the best 
place to make that contribution.”
P
aul M
orris, M
orphoto, Inc.
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bought the company), AMP quickly became the leader in 
executive aircraft seating—and an acquisition target. In 
1998, Koch sold AMP to B/E Aerospace—now the world’s 
leading provider of interior products and solutions for the 
commercial, business jet and military markets—for $106 
million.
Though he never initially intended to sell his company, 
Koch remains happy with his decision, in large part 
because it allowed him to make a positive difference in the 
lives of his employees.
“When you sell a company, you are always concerned 
about whether the employees are in good hands,” Koch 
says. “It’s one thing for me to have my money, but another 
thing for my employees to be able to continue with their 
careers.  With B/E [Aerospace], I’m very pleased on both 
accounts.”
Koch takes pride in his legacy of leadership at AMP.  
“It gives me great satisfaction every time I hear success 
stories of people who used to work for me.  There are a 
lot of engineers who used to work for me that have started 
companies in the last 10 years that have become very 
successful. I’m very proud of that.”
fuNDiNG the AMeriCAN DreAM
With his gift to Embry-Riddle, Koch hopes to create 
many more engineering success stories. While inspired by 
the conversation he had with Ed Stimpson so many years 
ago, his support of underrepresented students aspiring to 
become engineers begins with his belief in the American 
Dream.
“Diversity is what America is all about. Most of us 
didn’t come from this place originally, so diversity is a 
part of all of our lives,” says Koch. “But there are a lot of 
people who haven’t shared in the American Dream to the 
same extent as others. I’d like to do what little I can to 
open up those opportunities as broadly as possible.”
Above: University President and CEO John P. Johnson presents Roger Koch with 
a special thank-you photo from the students, faculty and staff of Embry-Riddle 
(Framed photo pictured below).
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Ed and Dottie Stimpson Stimpson in Washington D.c.
Edward W. Stimpson and Roger Koch: Friends in Aviation
Edward “Ed” W. Stimpson, once dubbed the “gentle giant of 
general aviation,” was one of the most respected and influential 
men in aviation, dedicating much of his life and career to securing 
a strong future for the industry. 
Like most people who came to know Stimpson over his 
25 years as president of the General Aviation Manufacturers 
Association (GAMA), Roger Koch took an immediate liking 
to him.
“We had four meetings a year for GAMA and then the NBAA 
[National Business Aviation Association] shows, and Ed and I 
just socialized during that time,” recalls Koch.  “We liked each 
other immediately, so we always made sure we spent a little time 
together.”
During that time, Stimpson and Koch had opportunities to work 
together to make a difference for aviation, including the passage 
of the General Aviation Revitalization Act in 1994. Stimpson was 
the driving force in an eight-year crusade to pass that legislation, 
which limited lawsuits against general aviation aircraft. 
“I worked with Ed quite a bit on that actually,” says Koch. “It 
was a very close vote and I lobbied pretty hard with all our Florida 
representatives.  Together with Governor [Jeb] Bush, we were 
able to swing most of the Florida votes.  It was a very important 
piece of legislation.”
Their relationship would also be instrumental in Koch’s decision 
to support aviation education in the form of the Ed and Dottie 
Stimpson Endowed Scholarship at Embry-Riddle.  Stimpson, 
who served on Embry-Riddle’s Board of Trustees for more than 
20 years, including seven years as chairman, inspired Koch to 
make the gift (see related article).
“Ed and Dottie were very honored to have the scholarship 
named after them,” Koch says. “I only wish Ed was still with us so 
he could actually see it happen.” Ed Stimpson died in November 
2009 at the age of 75. 
In addition to Stimpson’s storied career at GAMA, he served 
two presidents (Bill Clinton and George W. Bush) as the U.S. 
Ambassador for the Council of International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO), and was chairman of the Flight Safety 
Foundation’s Board of Governors from 2005 until his death. 
By opening up those opportunities, Koch believes a 
number of up and coming students, with the right attitude 
and the right amount of effort, can achieve great things 
for America. 
“Most leaders of companies that I know came from 
technical backgrounds,” says Koch. 
“I think the world is a very technical place, and 
engineers are uniquely positioned to contribute, not 
only to improving society, but to creating and sustaining 
businesses and helping re-stimulate the economy.”
Koch’s	gift	is	the	first	step	in	what	he	hopes	is	a	long	
line of engineers making a positive difference in the 
world. “I enjoy teaching and sharing my experience and 
knowledge with others,” he says. “I look forward to 
meeting future Stimpson scholars and sharing in  
their successes.” 
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Jack R. HunT SocIeTy
Corporations and foundations
Airbus Services Company
Boeing Company Charitable Trust  
Boston Scientific 
Emil Buehler Perpetual Trust 
Honeywell  
Intervest Construction
The MathWorks
Rolls-Royce Corporation  
The Wessel Foundation  
Alumni and friends
Jay and Leila Adams
Mic hele Bowman-Underwood and 
Joseph Underwood
James and Beverly Cone
Samuel Goldman*
James (‘79, DB) and Karli Hagedorn
Mor i (‘79, ‘82, DB) and Forough (‘85, 
DB) Hosseini
Roger Koch
L. Gale Lemerand
Dorothee Miller
S. Harry and Linda Robertson
Steven and Christine Udvar-Hazy
Helen Wessel
JoHn PauL RIddLe SocIeTy
Corporations and foundations
Air Force Association  
Analytical Graphics
Boeing Company 
Brown & Brown of Florida  
Edyth Bush Charitable Foundation  
Constellation Productions
Frasca International  
Robertson Research Group  
Gen. William W. Spruance Foundation  
Alumni and friends
Estate of Farshad K. Babazdeh
James and Essie Barfield*
Tine and Eunice Davis*
Andrew Deas (‘60, WW)
Estate of William Haas  
Constance Hunter
Edward and Carolyn King
William March (‘81, WW)*
William Pitts (‘60, MC)
William and Eunice Spruance*
T. HIgbee embRy SocIeTy
Corporations and foundations
AAR Corporation  
Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association
AlliedSignal Air Transport Avionics  
American Airlines  
Associated Aviation Underwriters  
Aviall  
Aviation Education Foundation 
The Robert and Lois Braddock 
Charitable Foundation
Cessna Foundation 
Cobb & Cole
Computer Presentations and Training
Consolidated-Tomoka Land Company
CSG Enterprise
Dade Community Foundation  
Tine W. Davis Family Foundation
Day tona Aerospace Industrial Park  
  Joint Venture  
Daytona Mitsubishi / Kia
Delta Air Lines  
DS SolidWorks
Equis Financial Group
Florida Independent College Fund  
Follett Higher Education Group  
Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation 
Halifax Paving  
Honeywell International Foundation
Pau l and Constance Hunter  
Charitable Foundation
International Order of Characters
International Speedway Corporation
ISTAT Foundation
Kresge Foundation  
Bill & Moya Lear Charitable Foundation  
Link Foundation  
Marmot Foundation  
Mead Witter Foundation  
Mission Air Support
Amelia Peabody Charitable Fund  
Professional Food Service Management
The Robertson Foundation  
Rockwell Collins  
Sodexo
Tecnam Aircraft, Inc.
The Albert L. Ueltschi Foundation  
United Technologies Corporation  
US Airways  
The Wachovia Foundation   
Alumni and friends
George and Patricia Adam
Bob and Carol Allen
Estate of Virginia T. Bingham  
Lawrence and Barbara Clarkson
Elizabeth Coley* and William Smith*
Victor and Betsy Cresenzo
De Rhoads Dolan
Linda Downs
Philip and Joyce Elliott
William* and Betty Jane France
Rudy and Lucille Frasca
George Gallaspy
William Haas*
Jim and Carole Henderson
Louis* and Dava Hoffman
Russell Holderman*
Daniel and Diane Izard
Sharon Jones (‘84, PC)
Moya Lear*
Leadership Giving
Through their support and enthusiasm for the Embry-Riddle mission and their passion for philanthropy to the university, 
members of the Leadership Gift Societies continue to build the legacy that is Embry-Riddle. The Leadership Gift Societies 
recognize the generosity of these donors.
All contributions in cash, stock, and other gifts-in-kind to the university received between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011 are reflected in these Leadership Giving 
levels. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of these lists. Please accept our apologies for any inadvertent errors or omissions. Contact Pam Dresow, 
assistant director for donor relations, at (386) 226-6138 or send an email to Pamela.Dresow@erau.edu with any changes, corrections, or questions.
the Jack r. hunt society 
Named for Embry-Riddle's first president, the Jack R. 
Hunt Society honors donors whose lifetime giving to  
the university totals $1 million or more.
the John paul riddle society
Honoring a founder of the university, the John Paul 
Riddle Society recognizes donors who make lifetime 
contributions totaling at least $500,000.
the t. higbee embry society 
Named for John Paul Riddle's entrepreneurial partner, 
the T. Higbee Embry Society recognizes donors with 
lifetime contributions of $100,000 or more.
the Legacy society
Recognizing donors who include Embry-Riddle in 
their estate, the Legacy Society supports multiple 
generations of aeronautical leaders.
LIFETIME AND LEGACY DONORS
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George Lerman
Joseph (‘74, DB) and Catherine Martin
Joseph and Joan McClure
Robert McKay*
George Mendonca
D. Keith (‘95, ‘97, WW) and Alice Mosing
Emily Nissley
Leon Noe
James and Janet O’Connor
William* and Dixie O’Connor
Quentin and Jeani Pearson
James Ray
David and Andrea Robertson
Nancy Robertson
James Robinson*
David and Yolande Salter
Raymond and Frances Sigafoos
Al Skeaney
David and Toni Slick
Steven and Nancy Sliwa
Richard Snyder
Lee Spence*
Thomas and Barbara Staed
Edward* and Dorothy Stimpson
Estate of Druria L. Sylvester 
Maurice and Dorothy Taylor*
Albert Ueltschi
Lawrence and Virginia Vagnozzi*
Charles Vouaux
Alexander and Mary Wells
Dudley* (‘42, MC) and Phyllis Whitman
Lane Wipff
R. Lyman and Meredith Wood
Gertrude Worthington
Legacy SocIeTy
Jay and Leila Adams
Matthew Andersson (‘96, DB)
Patricia Arntzen
Robert and Mary Beilman*
Robert (‘71, DB) and Judy Belinke
Theodore and Deborah Beneigh
Catherine Benson
Matthew Berk (‘58, MC)
Margaret Billson (‘84, PC)
Stephen (‘86, PC) and Terri Blanchette
Gerald Bott
Mic hele Bowman-Underwood and  
Joseph Underwood
The  Robert and Lois Braddock  
Charitable Foundation
Benjamin (‘82, DB) and Signe Canfield
Allen Colfry (‘66, DB)
James and Beverly Cone
Robert and Jennifer Crouch
David* and Marguerite Cummock
Gary* and Else Cunningham
Jody Doeden (‘91, PC; ‘05, WW)
De Rhoads Dolan
George Errick
Charles* and Karen Ford
James (‘92, ‘95, DB) and Suellen Gallogly
Samuel Goldman*
David and Nancy Gonnion
Nancy Graham
William Haas*
I.V. and Loma Hamilton
Cecile Hatfield
George (‘78, WW) and June Hill
Louis and Dava Hoffman
Mor i (‘79, ‘82, DB) and  
Forough (‘85, DB) Hosseini
Constance Hunter
John Hurley
Charles and Marion Johnson
Sharon Jones (‘84, PC)
Ronald and Carloyn Kerlin
Roger Koch
James Kolbe
Kenneth and Mary Lamalie
L. Gale Lemerand
Robert and Virginia Lyall
Betty MacDonald
William March
George and Karen McCown
Robert* and Emily McKay
Roy and Mary Miller
Dan and Kelly Montplaisir
D. Keith (‘95, ‘97, WW) and Alice Mosing
Leon Noe
William* and Dixie O’Connor
John and Ann Olsen
Robert Oxley
Nancy (‘74, DB) Pettit
William Pitts (‘60, MC)
Deborah Lee Prescott
Walter Prettyman (‘75, DB) 
Giorgio and Portia Rey
Charles and Joan Richardson
Fred (‘68, DB) and Julie Robinson
Robert Rockett
Nancy Samp
Nancy Shiver-Foret
Raymond and Frances Sigafoos
Mary Spence
Ray mond (‘75, DB) and Wendy 
Springsteen
William and Eunice Spruance*
Thomas and Barbara Staed
Betty Stern
Edward* and Dorothy Stimpson
James and Marilyn Subach
Maurice and Dorothy Taylor*
Dia nne (‘81, DB) and  
Raymond Thompson
Charles Vouaux
Ann Weaver
Alexander and Mary Wells
Fred* and Alice Wills
Kevin Wisneski (‘98, DB)
Phillip Woodruff (‘71, DB)
James Zeiler (‘80, DB)
*Deceased
View of the Aerospace Experimentation and Fabrication building, rear, and the academics complex, 
forefront, at the Prescott campus. 
LIFETIME AND LEGACY DONORS
CAMPUS lEGEnD
mc Miami Campus
db Daytona Beach, Fla.
Pc Prescott, Ariz.
WW Worldwide Campus
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PLaTInum eagLeS
Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association
Aircraft Technical Publishers
Aviation Education Foundation
Aviation Pioneers Association
BBA Aviation Legacy Support Group
Boeing Company Charitable Trust
Brown & Brown Insurance
Brown & Brown of Florida
Emil Buehler Perpetual Trust
Dade Community Foundation
Daytona Mitsubishi / Kia
State of Florida
Florida Power & Light
Frasca International
Giles Electric Company
Gray & Company
Pau l and Constance Hunter  
Charitable Foundation
JFK Air Cargo Association
Lockheed Martin Corporation
The MathWorks
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Perry-McCall Construction
Pinnacle Aircraft Parts
Rider Jet Center
Rockwell Collins
Sodexo
Staed Family Associates
TBM Owners and Pilots Association
The Wessel Foundation
WFF Facility Services
goLd eagLeS
ACSS
Command Medical Products
Costco Wholesale
Courtyard / Residence Inn by Marriott
Daytona International Speedway
Florida Health Care Plans
Florida Restaurant Group
Halifax Health
Intervest Construction
Kalin Home Furnishings
Military Officers Association of America
Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne
Radiology Imaging Associates
Ramada Inn Speedway
SAFE Association
Seafarer Chapter
Stonewood Grill & Tavern
The Wachovia Foundation
SILveR eagLeS
American Industrial Plastics
Austin Management Group
Braniff Silver Eagles Charitable Fund
The Cairns Foundation
Calvert Memorial Hospital
Compass Group USA
Continental Airlines
Tom Cook Jeweler, Inc.
Edmond F. Ducommun Foundation
Ercoupe Owners Club
Florida Independent College Fund
Halifax Paving
Murphy International Development
PGA Tour
Raceway Foods
Wachovia Corporation
Web Database Solutions 
bRonze eagLeS
Aero Design Services
AirTran Airways
Ascension Aircraft
Associated Dermatologists
Austin Outdoor
Bahama House
Vince Carter’s Restaurant
Cessna Aircraft Company
Consolidated-Tomoka Land
Tom Davis Fund
Daytona Beverages
A Friends’ Foundation Trust Sun Bank
Joslynn Gallop Volleyball
Hammock Beach Resort
The  James and Karen Hayman Family 
Fund
Hilton Garden Inn Daytona Beach
Marriott International
McCallum Enterprises 1
Milthorpe Sports
Moet Hennessy USA
New Smyrna Chevrolet
The News-Journal Corporation
Odyssey Travel
Pepin Realty
Progressive Edge
Rand Sports & Entertainment Insurance
RK Solution Enterprises
Rummel Eye Care
David & Yolande Salter Charitable Fund
Senior Class Council Club
Soundprint Media Center
Sunset Harbor Yacht Club
Wing Aero Products
SquadRon 500
Advanced Composite Solutions
Airtech International
The Boler Company
Bonefish Grill
Boral Industries
Bright House Networks
Carter Electric Company
Checkered Flag Committee
Cobb & Cole
Daytona Beach Symphony Society
Daytona State College Foundation
Field Turf
the Eagle Societies
platinum eagles 
Through gifts of $10,000 or more each year, Platinum Eagles 
help shape the future of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University.
Gold eagles
By making annual gifts of $5,000 or more, Gold Eagles secure 
Embry-Riddle’s position as an outstanding institution of  
higher education.
silver eagles
Through annual support of $2,500 or more, Silver Eagles 
build the unsurpassed training programs that have become a 
hallmark of the university.
Bronze eagles
Through annual support of at least $1,000, Bronze Eagles 
help Embry-Riddle soar to new heights in educational 
achievement.
Annual Gift Clubs
Our annual gift clubs recognize and honor those who 
contribute up to $999 a year. The clubs consist of:
sq uadron 500 — Annual gifts totaling $500 to $999
sq uadron 250 — Annual gifts totaling $250 to $499
sq uadron 100 — Annual gifts totaling $100 to $249
Cadet — Annual gifts totaling less than $100
All contributions in cash, stock, and other gifts-in-kind to the university received between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011 are reflected throughout this publication in these Annual Fund 
Giving Levels. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of donor names and giving levels. Please accept our apologies for any inadvertent errors or omissions. Contact Pam 
Dresow, assistant director for donor relations, at (386) 226-6138 or send an email to Pamela.Dresow@erau.edu with any changes, corrections, or questions.
Annual Gift Societies and Clubs
CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
Embry-Riddle’s annual gift societies and clubs recognize the generosity of those donors whose annual financial support 
demonstrates their dedication to the future of aviation and aerospace education.  
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Ghyabi & Associates
Gresham, Smith & Partners
Hard Rock Hotel
Hilton Daytona Beach Oceanfront Resort
Kadell Industries
Ladies Professional Golf Association
Molto Bella Boutique
NASCAR
Captain James Ormond D.A.R.
Owensville Primary Care
Parks Dermatology Center
S. R. Perrott
Plantation Bay Golf & Country Club
R & R Industries
Root Company
Rymer & Associates
Snell Legal
Southeast Automotive Management
Southwest Airlines
Melvin D. Stack P.A.
Tra nsportation Safety & Security 
Consulting
Uno Chicago Grill
Upchurch Watson White & Max
Walmart
WaterStone
SquadRon 250
Am elia Island National Golf &  
Country Club
Atlantic Ocean Palm Inn
Balfour Beatty Construction
Best Western Aku Tiki Inn
BlueWaterPress
C 2 Officials
Michael R. Clark Construction
Coleman Goodemote Construction
Crotty & Bartlett, P.A.
Day tona Beach Resort &  
Conference Center
Elite Therapeutics Body & Skin Care
Enrep
Fish Window Cleaning
Fraternal Order of Eagles
The Gatorade Company
Jon Hall Chevrolet
Hayworth Creative
Indian Peaks Wellness
Inspect It Right
InterFlight Global Corporation
Investments Unlimited
Jimmy John’s
Kadrmas Chiropractic
Lewis Towers
LPGA International
Martin & Associates
MSK Concepts
Nancy Abate Photography
P & S Paving
The Pepsi Bottling Group
Public Service Enterprise Group
The Shores Resort & Spa
Spruce Creek Fly-In Realty
St. John Vianney Catholic Church
StyleMark
Sun Viking Lodge
USTA Florida
Volusia Gold & Diamond
Wholesale Lighting
SquadRon 100
Achievia Direct
Aero Supplies & Express
Brent Allen Salon
Alpha-Omega Training and Compliance
American Legion
American Society of Safety Engineers
Angelic Gardens Day Spa Wellness
Arabian Nights
Arizona Machinery
Law Office of Rebecca M. Becker
Blue Moon Yoga
Cohen Family Foundation
Cold Stone Creamery
Crane Lakes Golf & Country Club
Daytona Beach Cold Storage
Daytona Cubs
Eagle Sport Aviation Club
Eagle Wing
East Coast Community Bank
Entech Controls Corporation
Fallon Airmotive
Fast Park & Relax
Felix Air
Flores-Hager & Associates
The Frame & Photo Works
Gateway Bank of Florida
Guddahl & Sons
Hill & Ponton, P.A.
Hudson’s Furniture Showroom
Huntingtown High School
JulBert
Karlhaus
Kelley/Wise Engineering
Kennedy Space Center
Keurig
The Little Gym of Port Orange
Marjan Salon Services
Mary’s Flower Shoppe
Natural Bliss
Ocean Deck
The Parking Spot
Paslode Corporation
Pelican Bay Country Club
Pinetop Medical Associates
Port Orange YMCA
Reflect Therapy
Riviera Country Club
Ronin Sushi & Bar
Rose Villa Restaurant
Bru ce Rossmeyer’s Daytona  
Harley-Davidson
SeaWorld Orlando
Serendipity Facial Spa
Sidelines Bar & Grille
Single Source Valuations
Skydive DeLand
Sleuths Mystery Dinner Shows
Solar-Fit
Gerald P. Sterner M.D. & Associates
Top of Daytona Restaurant
Universal Engineering Sciences
Wagner Wellness
Walsh Consulting Group
Wet ‘n Wild
WonderWorks
World Golf Hall of Fame
York Dodge Chrysler Jeep
Zero Eight Papa
cadeTS
Angell & Phelps
APG Technologies
Aunt Catfish’s on the River
Aviation Systems Consulting Services
Beef O’ Brady’s
Brooke Taylor Salon
Bubba Gump Shrimp
Bushelle Photography
Butcher’s Nursery
Butler Enterprises
Caffeine Wine Bar
Caring Cleaners
Carrabba’s Italian Grill
Zev Cohen & Associates
R.A. Conley Constructors
Creative Beginnings
Rich Crockett Investment Services
The Dish
DJ’s Deck Seafood & Raw Bar
EACO
Elements of Design
Engravable Gifts
Fann Contracting
Flamingo Florist
Frame of Mind
Frappes North
Kathleen Garrett Insurance Agency
Gator Beach & Sports
Gene’s Auto and Car Wash
Dave Gregson Soccer Academy
Hair Designers
Hanamura Appraisal Company
Kirt J. Hopson Attorney at Law
Rich Huber Plumbing
Hyde Park Prime Steakhouse
InternetLures.com
Louie’s Pizza House
Miller’s Custom Parts
Miss Priss
Robert R. Nieling & Associates
Ormond Memorial Art Museum
Outback Steakhouse of Florida
Pantheon Pizza
Parks Seafood Riverside
PBK Aviation
Peter’s Wine Shop
Play It Again Sports
Poodle Palace
Prosperity Place
Remedy Spa at Pelican Bay
Results Wellness Center
Steve Ridder Basketball Camp
Ripley’s Believe It or Not!
Simply Roses Florist
Spikes Athletic Footwear
Splash Car Wash
State Farm Insurance
Superwash Express
Titan Graphix & Promotions
Tom Ludwig Enterprises
Whitlock Air
CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
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A longtime supporter of Embry-Riddle, Lockheed Martin Corporation views its annual grant contri-butions as a partnership that supports the future of the aviation/aerospace industry and promotes awareness of the Lockheed Martin brand. For the past decade the company has been a steady supporter of the Fund for Excellence at 
Embry Riddle’s Col-
lege of Engineering, 
among others.
“It’s extremely 
important to us to 
support education,” says Joe Sweeney, director of flight opera-
tions test and evaluation for Lockheed Martin’s Aeronautics 
division. “The aerospace industry is such a cutting edge busi-
ness. We have to stay abreast of new developments and re-
search being produced at the university level. We rely on that 
expertise to design and integrate the products we ultimately 
produce.” 
The company also sees its support of Embry-Riddle as a 
recruitment tool and investment in workforce development, 
which combine well with its internship program to attract new 
talent.
“We all recognize that the fresh ideas coming out of the 
universities today and fresh approaches to problem solving are 
what we need,” Sweeney says. “We have target goals for entry 
level professionals. We strive to keep our workforce as cutting 
edge as our products.”
An inaugural member of the Industry Advisory Board for 
the Embry-Riddle College of Engineering, Sweeney says, 
“Embry-Riddle is such an aerospace focused university … all 
of its degree programs relate back to the aerospace industry. 
We know we’re dealing with a student base and a graduate 
base that’s focused in the products we make.”
Currently, Lockheed Martin’s Aeronautics division is in the 
process of flight testing and rolling out the F-35 Lightning II 
joint strike fighter for the U.S. Marine Corps, Air Force, and 
Navy, as well as the United Kingdom’s Royal Air Force and 
Navy.  A collaborative effort with BAE, Northrop Grumman, 
and Pratt & Whitney, the program is expected to produce more 
than 3,000 aircraft with life spans of up to 30 years. 
Given its focus on innovation, it’s only natural that Embry-
Riddle’s College of Engineering would interest Lockheed 
Martin. Embry-Riddle’s Aerospace Engineering program is 
rated number one in the nation and has been for 12 years, 
according to US News & World Report 
“Best Colleges 2012.” The College 
of Engineering annually enrolls more 
than 1,400 aerospace engineering 
students. 
Maj Mirmirani, Ph.D., dean of the 
College of Engineering, has led this 
growth and excellence at the Daytona 
Beach Campus since 2007.
“It has had a very positive impact,” 
Mirmirani says of Lockheed Martin’s  
financial contribution over the years. 
Recently, Fund for Excellence dol-
lars helped renovate and upgrade the 
propulsion lab in the Lehman Building 
at the Daytona Beach College of Engineering. 
“Aero-propulsion is one of the signature areas in aerospace 
engineering. It is a track that will help support the Ph.D. in 
Aerospace Engineering, which is set to launch in the fall of 
2013,” Mirmirani adds.  
The dean anticipates more direct partnerships with Lock-
heed Martin, as the College of Engineering shifts toward an 
expanded research and knowledge creation model.   
“Lockheed Martin sees us as an effective partner, a college 
that provides talent - as far as entry level employees - and 
faculty expertise to address technology challenges,” he says. 
“We want to be that, but we also want to work with them to 
develop new technologies and to address their research and 
development issues.”
Maj Mirmirani  
Dean of College of Engineering
Left to right: Magdy Attia, Ph.D., associate professor of aerospace engineering, and graduate students Francisco 
Romo and Jeff Vizcaino examine components of a prototype engine in the newly remodeled propulsion lab at 
the Daytona Beach Campus.
Giving is  
win-win for 
Lockheed  
Martin,  
Embry-Riddle
BY SARA WITHROW
“ It’s extremely important to us  
to support education.”
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E
mbry-Riddle Athletics celebrated a stellar season 
this past year. The Daytona Beach program came in 
second	among	nearly	300	schools	in	the	National	
Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics 
(NACDA)	Learfield	Sports	Directors’	Cup	race,	
which recognizes the best overall 
athletics program in the National 
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics 
(NAIA) conference. 
Daytona Beach Athletics was also awarded 
the Sun Conference Commissioner’s Cup 
for an unprecedented 12th season. Thirteen 
of the program’s 15 teams advanced to their 
respective national championships. The 
Eagles won eight regular season and six 
conference tournament titles, as well as two 
runner-up	finishes.	Its	athletes	also	recorded	a	
cumulative	GPA	of	3.043,	higher	than	that	of	
the overall student body for the 12th year.
“In many ways, the 2010-11 year was the 
very best in our program’s history,” says 
Steve Ridder, athletic director at Daytona Beach. For all the 
excitement and success that we achieved in 2010-11, we are 
even more motivated and excited for what 2011-12 will bring 
for the Eagles!”  
At Prescott, both the men’s and women’s soccer teams 
advanced to the Association of Independent Institutions (AII) 
Conference Tournament and the volleyball team progressed 
to	never	before	seen	post-season	heights,	finishing	third	at	the	
AII Conference Tournament. 
Prescott’s women’s and men’s soccer 
teams earned top honors from the NAIA 
for academic achievement, as well. Six 
women and seven men athletes were 
named to the 2010 NAIA Daktronics 
Academic All-American Team. The 
women’s	soccer	team	ranked	fifth	out	of	
949 NCAA and NAIA soccer programs 
nationwide	with	a	cumulative	GPA	of	3.64.	
Men’s	soccer	posted	a	3.31	cumulative	
GPA,	placing	them	in	the	top	five	percent	
of NAIA men’s soccer teams.
In wrestling, Prescott’s Tyler Chang 
finished	the	season	with	41	wins	and	one	
loss and a third-place award at the 2011 
NAIA National Wrestling Championships. 
Chang was also named a Daktronics-NAIA Academic All-
American,	and	is	the	first	four	time	All-American	for	Embry-
Riddle. He led the Prescott Wrestling team to a 12th-place 
finish	at	Nationals.	
Successful Season 
Embry-Riddle student-athletes excel on and off the field
Blue & Gold Gala scores dollars for 
Daytona Beach Athletics
The seventh annual Blue & Gold Gala held 
April 8, 2011, raised more than $125,000 in net 
proceeds for Embry-Riddle Athletics. Presented 
by Daytona Mitsubishi/Kia, the event garnered 
the largest attendance in its history—more 
than 400 people—and included dinner, music, 
entertainment, live and silent auctions. 
The Blue & Gold Gala directly benefits student-
athletes at the Daytona Beach Campus via 
scholarships and program enhancements.  
In addition to Daytona Mitsubishi/Kia, owned 
by alumnus Richard Nisbett (’86, DB), major 
contributors included “Champions” Level 
sponsors Halifax Health and Florida Power & 
Light. Sodexo Dining Services provided the meal 
(complimentary); and Pepsi donated the soda and 
water for the event.
“We are so fortunate to have such an amazing 
group of donors who continue to help us raise the 
bar higher every year for our Blue and Gold gala,” 
says Julie Rand, director of development. “Our 
students are the ones who ultimately benefit from 
the funds raised during this special community event.” 
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PLaTInum eagLeS
James (‘79) and Karli Hagedorn
Mor i (‘78, ‘79, ‘82) and  
Forough (‘85) Hosseini
Jack (‘49) and Joan McCurley
Richard (‘86) and Denise Nisbett
Benjamin Rider (‘02)
goLd eagLeS
Michael (‘76) and Pamela DeGiglio
Gustavo (‘79) and Leslie Ordonez
Zane (‘91) and Mary Rowe
SILveR eagLeS
Kevin Hawkins (‘01, ‘03)
Steven (‘92, ‘95, ‘97) and Kellie Lehr
Joseph (‘74) and Catherine Martin
Linda Titus (‘79)
bRonze eagLeS
Damon (‘94) and Debra D’Agostino
Anthony DaSilva (‘73)
Robert (‘42) and Lorraine Hubsch
C. Jeffrey (‘80) and Katherine Knittel
Jamail Larkins (‘07)
Patrick (‘86) and Mary McCarthy
John (‘68) and Kathy O’Brien
Michael (‘86) and Joyce (‘81) Pepin
William (‘80) and Antonietta Rathmanner
Ryan (‘02) and Brooke (‘04) Rothrock
Andrew (‘85) and Clarice Schmidt
Joseph Szarmach (‘91)
SquadRon 500
Lis a Anderson Spencer (‘99) and  
Jason Spencer
Kelly Baker (‘89)
Glenn Barcheski (‘88)
Howard (‘80) and Susan Blower
Andrew (‘97, ‘00) and Melissa Broom
James Cieplak (‘88, ‘99)
Stewart Craig (‘98)
Francis Croffie (‘85, ‘94)
Cheryl (‘96) and James Cunningham
Richard Foote (‘86)
C. Richard Hale (‘84)
Steven (‘78) and Denise Hampton
William Hampton (‘98, ‘00)
James Henderson (‘71)
Charles (‘86) and Melissa Horning
Geoffrey (‘86) and Shanda Hunt
Kirk Knight (‘74)
Natalie Kreeger (‘99)
Ed (‘89) and Elizabeth Lohr
John (‘83) and Julia Maris
Carlo (‘86) and Faye Postell
Edward Sonnen (‘99)
William (‘78) and Betty Steele
Nicole (‘87) and Christopher Stott
Joseph Tinsley (‘04)
Clinton Weekes (‘81)
SquadRon 250
Robert Applewhite (‘77)
Eric (‘82) and Kelly Asplundh
John (‘77) and Deborah Bookas
Edward (‘79) and Sandra Breslin
Anthony Brickhouse (‘01, ‘02)
Michael (‘08) and Sarah (‘08) Brisson
Patrick (‘84) and Carol Casey
Randall (‘85, ‘01) and Megan Cohen
Victor (‘80) and Patricia D’Avanzo
Edward (‘85) and Jamie Deeds
William Dollaway (‘78)
David Esser (‘81, ‘84, ‘87, ‘89)
Howard (‘78) and Sharlene Fox
Michael Friese (‘91)
Oscar (‘02) and Yvette Garcia
Kent (‘71) and Barbara George
Michael (‘96) and Penny Gowen
Cheryl (‘01) and Samuel Granata
Kim Habermann (‘78)
Lisa (‘97, ‘09) and Matthew (‘99) Kollar
Martin Korges (‘81)
Joseph (‘01) and Marietta (‘01) Landon
Rick (‘78) and Patricia Larsen
Peter (‘91) and Arica Lee
Christopher Legvold (‘88)
Morris (‘85) and Judy Little
Kevin Mac Donnell (‘81)
Edward (‘69) and Ellen Majewski
John (‘76) and Darlene Mazur
Ashley (‘02) and Terry McNitt
Irene (‘90) and Philip McReynolds
Peter Modys (‘79)
Jan (‘07) and George (‘86, ‘04) Neal
Ama nda O’Brien-Brown (‘02, ‘05) and 
Dan Brown
Bradley (‘82) and Karen Penrod
Jonathan (‘99) and Frances Rorer
Peter (‘89) and Donna Rounseville
David (‘91) and Christine Ryan
George Seibold (‘72)
Roger Sonnenfeld (‘86)
John (‘67) and Judith Sprague
Alfred (‘92) and Marci Stappung
Raymond Tanguay (‘93)
Torkel (‘89) and Marie Tellefsen
William (‘74) and Bobbi Jo Walsh
Paul (‘79) and June White
Michael (‘88) and Laurie Williams
Steven (‘86) and Marifrances Williams
Clarkson (‘70) and Becky Wormer
Maryellen Wynn (‘90)
James Zeiler (‘80)
SquadRon 100
Larry (‘75) and Karen Adams
Richard (‘68) and Jeanne Adams
John (‘70) and Sandra Allen
Suzanne Alley (‘78)
Faris Al-Mugheiry (‘02)
Fahad (‘99) and Hind Alnowaiser
Can Altinkum (‘87)
John Amore (‘73)
Karen Anderson (‘00)
Luther (‘88) and Lisa Anderson
Cheryl Badics (‘95)
John (‘75) and Ruth Bailey
Edward (‘73) and Mary Ann Ban
John (‘75) and Jasna Barber
L.  Oksana Bardygula (‘87) and  
Miguel Diez-Munoz
Roger (‘94, ‘00) and Amanada Battistoni
John Beckett (‘84)
Angelia Becraft (‘88)
Andrew (‘10) and Dorothy Bellini
Arthur (‘82) and Linnett Benson
Michael (‘01) and Kimberly Benson
Michael (‘75) and Glenda Bergagnini
Matthew Berk (‘58)
Mark (‘85) and Susanne Berry
Bevin Bixby (‘05)
Jonathan Blackwell (‘04)
Russell (‘98) and Staci Blackwell
Daniel Blaich (‘07, ‘09)
Allan (‘81) and L. Arlene Blair
P. Andrew (‘88) and Katherine Blatt
Evan (‘95) and Sarah Bogan
Anton (‘04) and Maryna Bogdan
Bruce (‘68) and CJ Bower
James (‘84) and Pauline Brannigan
Kevin Browne (‘90)
Paul Buckley (‘03, ‘07)
Wil liam Buckwalter (‘83)  Donald (‘79) 
and Anita Byrne
Kenneth (‘01, ‘05) and Regina Byrnes
John (‘75) and Joyce Caldwell
Neil Carew (‘08)
Brian Case (‘06)
Charles (‘68) and Pamela Causey
Dawn Cerbone (‘88)
Harry Chambi (‘87)
Daryl Clary (‘00)
Our alumni are 
terrific supporters 
of our campus at 
Daytona Beach, 
Richard Heist
Executive Vice President & 
Chief Academic Officer
Daytona Beach campus
~
}
and I value that support 
greatly. I continually 
reinforce to them how 
important their gifts are 
as we work to provide our 
students with the absolute 
highest quality education 
on the planet. What our 
alumni do now and can 
do in the future for our 
Daytona Beach Campus 
makes a difference, a big 
difference, in how we serve 
our students.
DAYTONA BEACh ALUMNI
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Joseph Cleeton (‘08)
Rodney (‘71) and Lori Close
Barry (‘70) and Julie Cohen
Charles (‘95) and Katrina Coldren
Linda (‘71) and John Colgan
George Cooper (‘76)
James Crater (‘83)
Joseph Crawford (‘93)
Lisa (‘93) and Eric (‘93) Crawford
Mat thew Crisci (‘97) and  
Donna Bembnister
Darren Cross (‘82)
Rebecca Cucciarre (‘10)
Laura Cutlip (‘97)
Wil liam Dailey (‘80) and Tamara  
Durham-Dailey
Joshua Daily (‘11)
Pedro (‘93) and Jennifer Dash
Charlton (‘82) and Cheryll Davis
Evan (‘81) and Theresa Davis
Philip (‘03, ‘06) and Carys Davis
Brian Dees (‘99)
Laurie (‘82) and James DeGarmo
Robert (‘83) and Bernadette DeGennaro
Richard (‘90) and Pamela DeKany
Adam (‘86) and Cindy Dempsey
Gary (‘82) and Lorraine Dickinson
Joseph (‘69) and Janet Dickinson
Charles (‘96) and Deborah Donahue
John (‘86) and Teresa Dressler
Shanon (‘69) and Sue Dunlap
Fredrik Elgstrom (‘10)
Joseph (‘85) and Valerie Elm
John Evans (‘09)
James (‘87) and Emily Farley
Michael Fernandez (‘79)
James (‘95) and Tanya Fittje
Derek Flynn (‘02)
Gre gory (‘84, ‘91, ‘93) and  
Dawn (‘07) Fontaine
Troy (‘84) and Deborah Fontaine
Robert (‘88, ‘95) and Cathleen Forbeck
Lloyd (‘83) and Mary Foss
Charles (‘83) and Julie Foster
James Fote (‘65)
David Franklin (‘85)
Edward (‘73) and Phylann Fusco
Keith (‘83) and Linda Garfield
Jacqueline Geraci (‘96)
Mitchell Geraci (‘09)
Stephen Gibbs (‘75)
Antonio Gil-Garcia (‘95, ‘97)
Timothy Glover (‘80)
Reid (‘76) and Hanna Golden
Michael (‘96) and Valarie Gomm
Doug (‘89) and Karen Gordon
John (‘79) and Scarlet Gorton
Arnold Green (‘77)
Anusha Gregory (‘05)
Sean Griffin (‘07)
Frank Grippi (‘83)
Ross Gruebel (‘04)
Santo (‘78) and Carolina Gullo
John Gunnoe (‘87)
Flo rian (‘99, ‘02) and  
Christine (‘96, ‘98) Hafner
Edward (‘87) and Rachel Haloulos
Clint (‘80) and Audrey Hamilton
Joseph Hanley (‘01, ‘04)
Jeffrey (‘80) and Christina Hardy
Joseph (‘94, ‘98) and Sharon Hardy
Kristy Harris (‘01)
Matthew Hartgen (‘85)
Thomas (‘87) and Kimberly Hartstein
Antony (‘02) and Amy Haworth
Jeffrey (‘81, ‘84) and Marion Hendricks
Richard (‘75) and Linda Henry
David Hensch (‘04)
Roy (‘75) and Sandra Hepler
Derek Herchko (‘09)
Bradley (‘95) and Tanya Heydt
Thomas (‘10) and Judith Hilgers
Paul (‘84) and Karen Hocking
Richard (‘88) and Clare Hollatz
Chip (‘88) and Ann Marie (‘92) Hough
Donald (‘87) and Susan Hunt
Candy Jaworski (‘80)
Ivens Jean (‘06, ‘09)
Joseph Jones (‘68)
Philip Jones (‘03, ‘08)
Ben (‘56) and Dahlia Jung
Sung-Ching Kao (‘10)
Mar isa (‘81) and David (‘78, ‘81)  
Kettelhut
Leah King (‘07)
Mark Kinnane (‘81)
Stephen (‘82) and Barbara Kisken
Brent (‘73) and Judy Kitchen
David (‘77) and Mary Knerr
Richard (‘91) and Wendy Knowlton
Laura Koch (‘85)
William (‘83, ‘90) and Linda Kohlruss
Jacob Kortz (‘86)
Tony Koung (‘09)
Gerald Kowalski (‘94)
Natalia Kozyura (‘04)
George (‘71) and Svetlana Kratzner
Donald (‘72) and Sandra Kuhfuss
Kevin Kuhn (‘96, ‘02)
Sinclair (‘95) and Jennifer Lagergren
Brigitte Lakah (‘87)
James (‘83) and Nancy LaMarque
Michael Lange (‘83)
Peter (‘83) and Katerina LaPiana
Gary (‘74) and Gayle LaPorte
Jon Larsen (‘90)
R. Michael (‘65) and Kathleen Lefere
Ryan Leick (‘03)
Michael Lewis (‘02)
Maurice (‘70) and Gin Limoge
Gabriel Lizardi Rivera (‘10)
Jeffrey (‘95) and Karen Logue
Mark (‘92) and Anna-Lisa Lonier
Erik Lugo-Escobar (‘05)
Michael Lum (‘88)
Jason (‘98) and Jennifer MacEyunas
Janice MacKenzie (‘84)
Jennifer MacRae (‘09)
Kim berly Mahoney Littell (‘89) and  
Robert Littell
Juan (‘84) and Anna Mak
Steve (‘81) and Leah Maksymowski
Jorge Manresa (‘00)
Michael Mantovani (‘89)
Craig Marquis (‘84)
Christina Marsh (‘89)
Joseph (‘92) and Shawn Martin
Gail (‘79) and Michael Martin
Thomas (‘44) and Louise Masano
Jared Mathis (‘97)
Michael McCullough (‘01)
Dennis (‘78) and Mary McGee
William McKinney (‘79)
Michael (‘87) and Ann Mellon
Raul Mendez (‘68)
Jos eph Mocarski (‘79, ‘81) and  
Jody Won Mocarski
James Modeste (‘82)
William Mohilla (‘73)
Jose (‘89, ‘90) and Maria Montero
Carl (‘90) and Vonda Moon
Thomas Moore (‘07)
Nancy Moran (‘02)
James (‘75) and Michele Moreland
Charles Moren (‘79, ‘90)
Katrina Morgan (‘08)
David (‘97) and Stephanie Morker
Gary (‘63) and Angie Morton
Tre vor Mountcastle (‘08) and  
Rose Kaminski Mountcastle
Elias Mourra (‘09)
Nathan Mulder (‘10)
Justin Napier (‘02)
Douglas Nelson (‘88)
Louis (‘76) and Cindy Nemeth
Eric (‘83) and Brenda Nicolai
Raymond Nicoll (‘97)
Varun (‘89) and Trusha Nikore
P.C. Noble (‘79)
Roger (‘82) and Carol Noble
Ste ven (‘90) and Elizabeth (‘94)  
Nordlund
Michael (‘78) and Carol O’Brien
Matthew O’Donell (‘02)
Walter (‘88) and Teresa (‘88) Oleszewski
Raymond Oyung (‘92)
Lazaros Papazoglou (‘88)
Kathryn (‘95) and Kenneth Parsons
Christine Pasun (‘06)
Bruce (‘82) and Joyce Peet
Jeffrey (‘69) and Linda Peterson
John (‘90, ‘92) and Ann Phillips
Virgil Pizer (‘84)
Derek (‘09) and Michelle Pizzo
William (‘92) and Pearl Plourde
Don ald Pointer (‘90) and Luann  
Spalla-Pointer
James Pompano (‘92)
Michael Poulin (‘03)
Joshua Powell (‘99)
F. Dixson Prew (‘59)
James (‘69) and Susanne Price
Eric (‘93) and Elaine Pyle
William (‘83) and Kim Pytko
Allen (‘75) and Valorie Qualey
Michael (‘02) and Rita Ragoza
Andreas (‘93) and Anna Rambalakos
Pedro (‘87) and Shelli Ramos
Jack (‘87, ‘98) and Charmaine Repass
Brian Richardson (‘82)
Marcie (‘93, ‘01, ‘03) and David Roan
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Heidi (‘01) and Aaron (‘99) Robbins
Donald (‘78) and Jean Robinson
Raymond (‘84) and Jennifer Rogowski
Andrew Rokala (‘93)
John (‘73) and Uta Rollins
Shelley Rossell (‘94)
Steven (‘95) and Michelle Royer
Michael Rubeling (‘05)
Raymond Rusche (‘81)
John (‘79, ‘80) and LeeAnn Sabel
Steven Salmirs (‘80)
Xavier Samuels (‘96)
Ronald (‘64) and Ronnye Sands
Luis (‘75) and Liliana Santiago
Eduardo Santos (‘85)
Gissel (‘97) and James (‘95) Sawyer
David (‘75) and Lois Schilstra
William (‘84) and Lori Schrock
Earl (‘82) and Barbara Schuette
Jackson (‘74) and Brenda Seltzer
Justin Serbent (‘84)
Derrick (‘90) and Anne Seys
Alvin (‘95) and Yvette Sheriff
Andrew Shields (‘95)
Roland (‘72) and Patricia Sicotte
James (‘78) and Linda Singletary
A. Glenn (‘75) and Susan Sinibaldi
Alison Sleight (‘93)
Tammy Smart (‘91, ‘03)
John Soldner (‘84)
Lance Sorensen (‘98)
Raymond (‘75) and Wendy Springsteen
Hei di Steinhauer (‘94, ‘03) and  
Raul Rumbaut (‘86, ‘03)
Laura (‘00, ‘06) and Peter (‘99) Stelmach
James (‘83) and Regina Sterioff
Jonathan (‘81) and Joy Stern
Raymond Stratton (‘78)
Roger (‘93) and Skye Sultan
Michele Summers Halleran (‘04)
Lyle Sutay (‘06)
Cameron (‘73) and Margene Sutherland
Lloyd (‘83, ‘92) and Olivia Terry
Thomas (‘78) and Judith Terryn
Marshall (‘93, ‘99) and Valerie Tetterton
Argyrios Theodosiadis (‘99, ‘01)
Gary (‘85) and Lisa Thompson
Paul Thompson (‘86)
Wilson (‘68) and Patricia Thorpe
Nicole Titus (‘08)
Steven (‘85) and Gina Toothe
Christian (‘03) and Lauren Tougas
Peter (‘80) and Rachael Townson
John (‘93) and Kelly Tringali
David Twitchell (‘85)
Richard Tyner (‘09)
James (‘78) and Natasha Van Hest
Holly Vath (‘84)
Carlo Verelst (‘05)
Samuel Vierra (‘04)
Esteban Villa (‘06, ‘08)
John Vlahakis (‘79)
Edward (‘72) and Mary Vogel
Lawrence Walcott (‘09)
Milton (‘79) and Carol Walker
Denis (‘70) and Mary Waltz
Robert and Paula Watkins
Donald (‘72) and Reina Weiner
Brian (‘71) and Beverly Weisblat
Brent (‘85) and Stella Westfall
Wilson Wetzler (‘70)
Glenn White (‘80) and Marcie Renner
Christopher (‘01) and Danielle Widmer
Lyle (‘86) and Karley Wigton
Charles Williams (‘02)
Jeffrey (‘83) and Elizabeth Williams
Edward (‘50) and Joyce Wilson
Brian Winer (‘74)
Charles Winings (‘94)
Andrew (‘06) and Blanca (‘09) Woltman
Yudai Yamaguchi (‘08)
Lisa Younce (‘01)
Gregory (‘10) and Christine Zahornacky
Raul (‘84, ‘86) and Valerie Zambrano
Roberta Zimmerman (‘02)
Dav id Zwegers (‘98, ‘10) and Lida 
Zwegers-Calvo
Donald (‘87, ‘00) and Katherine Zwick
cadeTS
Alexis (‘00) and Cindy Acosta
Kendall (‘73) and Claudia Adams
Michael Adams (‘89)
William (‘81) and Nancy Adams
Margaret Aiken (‘01)
Frank (‘69) and Kathy Alexander
Paul (‘69) and Kimberly Alexander
David (‘58) and Marilyn Anderson
Gary (‘71) and Anne Anderson
Timothy (‘83) and Lori Antolovic
Claude (‘92, ‘03) and Anna Archambault
Rex (‘91) and Kathy Armstrong
Charles (‘73) and Rosemary Augur
Douglas (‘78) and Dawn Auld
Mark (‘89) and Maria Avellino
Gary (‘91) and Shawn Bacon
Richard (‘89) and Lisa Bailey
Ricardo (‘85) and Denise Baquero
Christian Barbieri (‘94, ‘99)
Mark Barnoff (‘82)
James Barrientos (‘89, ‘02)
Brian Becker (‘82)
Peter (‘72) and Dorothy Behrle
Dawn (‘87) and Joseph Bell
The odore (‘82, ‘89) and  
Deborah Beneigh
Rudolph (‘81) and Patricia Bernal
James (‘73) and Mary Bias
Warren (‘83) and Diane Bildstein
John Black (‘64)
Angelo Bonavita (‘02)
Lawrence (‘83) and Margaret Bowers
Dwight (‘83) and Bonnie Bowling
John (‘78) and Susan Brady
Alfred (‘77) and Carolann Brewer
Douglas (‘01) and Heather Bridges
Robert (‘75) and Patricia Brodwater
Barron (‘98) and Jennifer (‘98) Brown
Liona (‘02) and Scott Brown
Lonnie Browning (‘91)
Carmen Bruzon (‘01)
James (‘77) and Helen Buchanan
Deborah (‘93, ‘96) and Dean Burke
Amy Burns Jones (‘98) and Jerry Jones
Todd (‘93) and Stacey Burroughs
Nathaniel (‘98) and Suzanne Burt
Owen (‘94) and Amy Busch
Carmel Cammack (‘06)
Adam (‘96) and Lauren Candib
Frank (‘88, ‘97) and Billie Capano
Mark Chaffee (‘83)
Trent (‘82) and Marilyn Chatman
Richard Clark
Denver Cobb (‘09)
Earl (‘76) and Judy Cogan
Norman (‘68) and Eleanor Cole
John (‘75) and Barbara Cooke
Stephen (‘69) and Darla Corley
Nicholas (‘77) and Barbara Cornwell
Jon (‘84) and Michelle Cox
Robert (‘68) and Diana Craig
Mark (‘88) and Barbara Crooker
David (‘82) and Linda Dailey
John (‘73) and Barbara D’Angelone
Jay (‘87) and Jonalyn Deffenbaugh
Michelle Delgado (‘11)
Sta cy (‘96) and Walter (‘95, ‘97) 
Desrosier
Fred (‘92) and Denise Dettmann
Daniel (‘83) and Diane Di Sebastian
Arnold (‘95) and Laura Discher
Jam es Doncaster (‘84) and  
Anita Loniero Doncaster
Richard (‘72) and Jane Donegan
Adrian Drummond (‘05)
Martin Dudeck (‘88)
Neil (‘88) and Dara Duggan
Steven (‘95) and Lisbeth Durnin
Dennis (‘83, ‘01) and Joanne Dusenshine
Donald (‘75) and Marcia Eberlein
Paul (‘69) and Judith Eldridge
Ralph Erb (‘81)
Susan (‘10) and Peter Erdman
Mark (‘91) and Carrie Ermence
Sus an (‘86) and  
Nicholas (‘85, ‘97) Fasano
Joseph Fedorchik (‘09)
Peter (‘76) and Tracy Ferguson
Robert (‘78) and Melissa Fernandez
Joseph Filebark (‘78)
Adolph (‘74) and Linda Finder
Harry Foden (‘54)
Philip (‘71) and Doreen Foerster
Warren (‘81) and Carol Foss
William Foulk (‘85)
Andrew (‘92) and Traci Franklin
Charles (‘88) and Deborah Friday
Man jula Sathyanarayan (‘96) and  
Sathya Gangadharan
Matthew Gaskins (‘03)
Donna (‘03, ‘08) and James Giambra
Rene (‘84) and James Gibson
Donald (‘81) and Lynda Gies
Jesse Godell (‘00)
Timothy Goldman (‘81)
Joseph (‘96) and Amy Golinski
William (‘91) and Madelynne Gorczynski
Robert (‘05) and Jennifer Gostanian
David (‘71) and Margaret Gotwald
Bradford (‘93) and Katherine Green
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Dustin Green (‘06)
John (‘76) and Denise Greening
Bruce (‘84) and Patricia Hamilton
David (‘90) and Monica Hanzlik
Robert (‘81, ‘96) and Carolyn Harford
David (‘76) and Pamela Harsanyi
Michael (‘90) and Vanessa Hartenstine
William (‘84) and Barbara Heck
Daniel Heggie
Mark Hemink (‘77)
Rodney (‘75) and Herminia Hemmitt
Erin Henderson (‘05)
Guillermo Hernandez (‘96)
William (‘81) and Josephine Holbert
Michael (‘89, ‘90) and Fontella Hosein
Joseph (‘65) and Patricia Houck
David Houlette (‘01)
Kenneth Hoyt (‘75)
Edward (‘83) and Duane Hubel
Gary Hudson (‘89)
Paul Huffstead (‘92)
John (‘95) and Christine Hughes
Robert (‘75) and Marilyn Hunter
Mikko Huttunen (‘89)
Frank (‘67) and N. Diane Impagliazzo
Paul (‘71, ‘72) and Linda Issler
Leigh Jacobs (‘82)
Anthony (‘83) and Patricia Jansa
Barbette Jensen (‘99) and Michael Burd
Douglas (‘88, ‘90) and Christina Johnson
Jerry Joki (‘82)
Joseph (‘78) and Robin Jordan
Frank (‘65) and Leona Kallay
Steven (‘80) and Roberta Kassan
Phillip (‘79) and Kimberly Keay
Ira (‘71) and Mary Ellen Keiter
Kathryn Keziah (‘81)
Ale xander Kilimnik (‘09) and  
Rebecca Rule
Thomas Klenke (‘91, ‘92)
Richard (‘85) and Janice Klinker
Donald (‘51) and Mary Klopp
Raymond (‘84) and Kathy Knispel
Michael (‘09) and Letitia (‘09) Kolb
Michael Kosmas (‘00)
David (‘74) and Sara Kostek
Michael Kuss (‘08)
Paul (‘86) and Kimberly Kyst
Glaci Lacerda Hines (‘00) and Ty Hines
Brian (‘83) and Sue Lachapelle
Robert (‘74, ‘80) and Linda Ladd
Michael (‘90) and Jennifer Ladeau
James (‘67) and Virginia Ladesic
Richard (‘84) and Suzanne Lang
Steven (‘89) and Mindy Lange
Peter (‘90) and Melinda Lankhorst
Robert (‘73) and Jeanne Larive
James Larkin (‘87)
Debra Larkins-Stevenson (‘80)
Ryan Lebo (‘98)
Daniel (‘84) and Pamela Lee
Terrance (‘96, ‘04) and Yong Sun Lloyd
Drew (‘01) and Kimberly Locher
Jean (‘85) and Anthony Logue
John (‘94) and Sue MacDonald
William (‘84) and Judy Mackenzie
Stephen (‘76) and Linda Maguire
Pamela Maher (‘83) and Gregory Beu
Joseph (‘90) and Tiffany Maida
Michael Maleki (‘08)
Manji Mamven (‘05)
Joseph (‘78) and Katie Marley
David (‘69) and Kathleen McClaine
Jeffrey (‘05) and Hollee McNamee
Jill (‘02) and John Meridith
Paul (‘90) and Eileen Meyer
Timothy Mitchell (‘02)
Vincent (‘87) and Amy Monteparte
Roger (‘73) and Kendra Moody
Jeffrey (‘99) and Lauren Mrozinski
George (‘81) and Lori Nalley
Howard (‘45) and Barbara Neff
Luis Nesmith (‘98)
Robert (‘68) and Marilyn Neubert
Christopher (‘96) and Theresa Nevins
Charles Nipper (‘07)
Raymond Nolin (‘87)
William Norris (‘75)
Robert (‘93) and Judith Nowak
Patricia (‘70) and Steve Nowicki
George (‘81) and Sylvia Obiora
Edm und (‘04, ‘10) and  
Eunice (‘05, ‘10) Odartey
Craig (‘84) and Kathleen Ogan
Michael Orentzel (‘02)
Ruth Ortiz (‘91)
Daniel (‘83) and Donna Otto
Ric hard (‘97, ‘99) and  
Suzanne (‘00) Outten
Lawrence Palma (‘88)
Vincent (‘90, ‘91) and Jennifer Papke
Thomas (‘74) and Julia Paradis
Mat thew Parlier (‘83) and  
Roseann Catania Parlier
John (‘83) and Donna Parrish
Nader Parsia (‘77)
Samir (‘99) and Deesha Patel
Nicola Payne (‘00)
Thomas Pettit (‘72)
Warren (‘83) and Stella Phillips
Daniel (‘73) and Diane Platzer
Richard (‘76) and Olive Pollak
Curtis (‘72) and Mutsuko Poree
Brian (‘92) and Shannon Poulston
Arnold (‘90) and Dawn Quast
Rami (‘64) and Antonia Rabin
Kenneth Randall (‘02)
Thomas (‘71) and Gwynne Reed
Dana Reeves (‘91)
Nathan Rhoades (‘06)
Eric (‘87) and Gisela Rohrscheib
Bernard Roke (‘68)
Dean (‘87) and Melissa Rosenquist
Douglas (‘95) and Michele Ross
Richard (‘74) and Lenore Rossignol
James (‘82, ‘95) and Deborah Rousseau
Jonathan Ruel (‘09)
James (‘88) and Mary Ellen Ryan
Philip (‘89) and Jody Sankovitch
Michael Sarnacki (‘87)
Samuel (‘85) and Terry Satterwhite
Steven (‘69) and Brenda Saunders
Raymond (‘82) and Eileen Schillinger
Jea n Schilling-Rochon (‘83) and 
Paul Rochon
Brian (‘96) and Amy Schultz
Norea Scoff (‘04, ‘06)
Jonathan (‘89) and Alexandra Sears
Hubert (‘86) and Sheryl Senter
Christopher (‘81) and Frances Servis
William Shepherd (‘92)
Rennison Sherrett (‘89)
Henry (‘44) and Gail Shook
Allen Sikes (‘58)
Scott (‘84, ‘94) and Joyce Simpson
Ernest Sinnes (‘43)
Glenn Skarani (‘96)
Robert Skoog (‘48)
Alison Smalling (‘96, ‘98)
Justin (‘02) and Courtney Smith
Richard (‘83) and Barbara Smith
Stephen (‘95) and Alicia Smyth
William (‘83) and Tammy Soldan
Benjamin (‘02) and Emily Stanford
Dan (‘92) and Susan Stearns
Craig (‘80) and Patricia Stechman
William Stockbridge (‘74)
Charles (‘74) and Carol Stough
David Sullivan (‘05)
Eugene (‘78) and Elizabeth Taylor
Timothy Taylor (‘85)
Jas on Thomas (‘99, ‘02) and  
Maryann Valerio Thomas
Dianne (‘81) and Raymond Thompson
Sidney Thompson (‘71)
William (‘86) and Easter Thompson
Richard Thurz (‘67)
John (‘83) and Lori Tocher
Andrew (‘02) and Michelle Touchet
Richard (‘84) and Janneth Ulm
Joseph (‘70) and Samantha Valla
Woodrow (‘70) and Joy VanWhy
Carlos Vollenweider (‘85)
Spencer Wade (‘10)
James Finton Wallace (‘99)
Peter Weigand (‘78)
Robert (‘73) and Shirley Weikel
Frederick (‘84) and Lisa Wheeler
Robert (‘96) and Marie Whitlock
Joni Hunt (‘86, ‘97) and Mitch Whitlock
David (‘80) and Janet Wilson
Kevin Wilson (‘06)
Jessica Wolfrum (‘07)
Gregory (‘72) and Patricia Wood
Eiji Yoshimoto (‘01)
Eric Yoskowitz (‘88, ‘90)
James (‘78) and Barbara Young
John (‘99) and Lori Yuzzolin
Marcus (‘84) and Maria Zechini
Charles (‘82) and Susan Zellner
William (‘78) and Constance Zorc
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SILveR eagLeS
Mark LaPole (‘84)
Sean McLaughlin (‘91)
bRonze eagLeS
Erin Gormley (‘97)
Robert Kelm (‘96)
Wil liam Thompson (‘87) and  
Sally Blomstrom
SquadRon 500
Jeffery Bloom (‘88)
Rita (‘95) and Andrew Ferencak
Susan Latvala (‘91) and Jeffrey Parker
Anthony (‘83) and Elaine Walsh
SquadRon 250
Marquita Fortner (‘04)
Chris Houin (‘93)
Timothy (‘86) and Laura Perry
Craig (‘00) and Sherri Steiner
SquadRon 100
Jason Aspelund (‘09)
Frank Beber (‘96)
Andrew (‘94) and Rosalie Beliel
Don (‘83) and Robin Billings
Christopher (‘88) and Cheryl Bischof
Jeffrey (‘92) and Tina Blackman
Joseph Brannon (‘91)
Layna Buskirk (‘10)
Richard Byrd (‘08)
John (‘91) and Tamara Caiazza
Rus sell Chapman (‘91) and  
Michelle Fountain Chapman
Edward Courtemanche (‘08)
Jeffrey Dasher (‘88)
Jody (‘03) and Brian Davis
Ernest De Spain (‘95)
Vincent (‘84) and Marcella DiTore
Steven (‘96) and Audrey Doran
William (‘90) and Pam Foley
Alex Haynes (‘91)
Steven Henderson (‘80)
John (‘88) and Vamie Hogueisson
Toni (‘92) and George (‘88) Kojis
Brian (‘89) and Margaret Konkel
Andy (‘91) and Arlene Leach
James (‘81) and Christina Mangie
Brenda (‘90) and Yudi Mares
Kenneth May (‘03)
Daniel Maynard (‘02)
Perry (‘86) and Gina Mews
Megan Miller (‘05)
James (‘86) and Roslyn Mooney
Jason Palmer (‘96)
Deborah (‘86) and William Rhinesmith
Thomas (‘84) and Sonia Rowe
Bri an Sanderson (‘92) and  
Thea Rorke Sanderson
Morgan (‘07) and Christianna Scott
Robert Snyder (‘09)
Eric Stokes (‘92)
Camille Stutzman (‘01)
Dimitra Tsamis (‘94, ‘00)
Chr istine (‘94) and Mark Turgeon
Mark Won (‘86)
cadeTS
Robert Adams (‘01)
Roy (‘93) and Lisa Aggarwall
Jam es (‘89) and Laurie Anderson
Chr istopher (‘86) and Erin Austin
And rea (‘89) and Richard Barber
Dav id (‘94) and Mary Barbosa
Christopher Barnes (‘09)
Terry (‘01) and Kimberly Barrans
William Bayliss (‘07)
Damion (‘03) and Barbara Blackburn
Glenn Bride (‘06)
Dale (‘83) and Susan Brown 
Chr istine (‘84) and John Congedo
Jarrett (‘97) and Pamela Curtis
William Dale (‘04)
Craig Dobbs (‘08)
Christopher Dolly (‘05)
Christine Doogan (‘95)
Guy (‘82) and Jennifer Doot
Lisa (‘92) and Jason (‘92) Douglas
Andrea Dowling (‘07)
Anthony Farano (‘06)
Frank (‘88, ‘92) and Cecilia Ferraro
Curtis (‘84) and Nancy Frost
William (‘84) and Lisa Gates
James Gill (‘82)
Larry (‘87) and Debra Gregg
Thomas Grose (‘03)
John (‘10) and Kelly Hanson
Sara Heffelfinger (‘01)
Andrew (‘82) and Donna Holzmann
Geoffrey Hyland (‘04)
Andrew (‘87) and Stacey Ix
Michael (‘85) and Stacey Jim
Paul Johnson (‘08)
Richard Keefer (‘81)
Clinton (‘02) and Nicole Kennedy
Kraig Kenney (‘86)
Andrew Kramar (‘03)
Richard (‘83) and Tara Kuspis
Jason Loo (‘10)
Cynthia Lundell (‘83)
Hec tor Luque Montoya (‘10) and  
Courtney Luque Jacobson
Tina (‘01) and Joshua (‘01) Madovoy
Jennifer (‘89) and Scott Maples
Dustin (‘99) and Melissa May
Frank McFall (‘89)
Christopher Meabon (‘02)
Matt (‘96, ‘00) and Thomas Miglin
Dylan Miller (‘04)
John (‘82) and Mary Molloy
Thomas Oden (‘95)
Seward (‘84) and Maria Ogden
Clinton Ostler (‘00)
David Perkins (‘04)
Eric Probstfeld (‘01)
Heather (‘96) and Richard Reuter
Deb ra Rose-Stokely (‘84) and  
Eric Stokely
Daniel (‘89) and Rhonda Shearer
William (‘92) and Julie Simmons
Ross Stannard (‘92)
Joshua Stephan (‘05)
Edward Sullivan (‘04)
Jared Testa (‘01)
Bradley (‘84) and Rhonda Thompson
Marcos (‘98) and Deborah Torres
Thomas Troutner (‘05)
Donald (‘82) and Denise Underwood
Brian (‘94) and Laurel Visser
Scott (‘80) and Melista Vogtritter
Matthew Waterhouse (‘06)
Mark (‘86) and Jodi Weems
Jeffrey Whitford (‘05)
David Wright (‘90)
Garrett Young (‘04)
William Zendner (‘02)
Stephen (‘81) and Mary Lou Zmijeski
 
}
~
With the support 
and involvement 
of our generous 
Prescott Alumni,  
Frank Ayers
Executive Vice President & 
Chief Academic Officer
Embry-Riddle Prescott
programs such as Global 
Security and Intelligence 
Studies [GSIS] have 
expanded technology, 
providing real-world 
experiences and team 
interaction, all key to 
preparing graduates for  
the challenges of industry.
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Students at the Prescott Campus are preparing for careers that 
will protect business interests and investments, national and local 
security—and ultimately save lives. 
One of only a handful of undergraduate degree programs in the 
nation with an intense security and intelligence focus, the Bachelor 
of Science in Global Security and Intelligence Studies is popular 
among students. It is the third largest degree program on campus 
and also includes a Chinese language track. 
Philip Jones, Ph.D., professor and chair of the Department of 
Global Studies, calls the GSIS/Chinese Track “a uniquely blended 
program that combines the knowledge and skills imparted by the 
GSIS	program	with	the	acquisition	of	proficiency	in	a	challenging	
but critical language.” He adds, “These are the skills we need to 
safeguard the homeland and advance the national security interests 
of	the	United	States.”
The GSIS program teaches professional level skills and ensures 
that students gain knowledge about real world situations, as well 
as basic competence in at least one foreign language. Students may 
also choose pre-law studies and eventual specialization in security 
and intelligence law. Graduates of the program work in all agencies 
of the federal intelligence community, in military intelligence, and 
in corporate security positions. 
A	former	CIA	analyst	who	is	fluent	in	Urdu,	Jones	leads	a	GSIS	
capstone course that trains students to deal with simulated terror 
situations. He grew up in South Asia and is nationally-known as a 
regional expert for that area. 
“It’s a very intense training, based on real-world scenarios and 
information that require students to think and respond like a fully-
engaged member of a team responsible for critical actions—such as 
the elimination of threats like bin-Laden,” Jones says of the course.
Students learn in an interactive laboratory—the Eagle Operations 
Center—which opened in 2010 and serves as command central 
for training exercises. The center trains students in emergency re-
sponse, mission readiness, and operational planning at many levels. 
It	features	a	situation	room	with	eight	wall-mounted	flat	screen	
televisions for monitoring news and information channels, and  
multiple computer and laptop stations.
GSIS students also produce a monthly international intelligence 
bulletin, Eagle Eye, which is distributed throughout the intelligence 
community. 
Jones and Bob Baker, a professor and program director for the 
GSIS program, recently coordinated the seventh annual Global 
Security and Intelligence Symposium held in September at the 
Prescott Campus. Subject matter experts from around the country 
participated in the symposium.
Additionally, Baker is leading the development of a new security 
operations	track	for	GSIS.	A	$222,000	grant	from	the	Office	of	the	
Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) was awarded to develop 
this program emphasis, with the goal of educating entry-level 
security professionals ready to assume positions in the intelligence 
community upon graduation.
GSiS program equips students for 21st century careers
The GSIS Program at the Prescott campus
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W
hile the economy continues to 
waver, motivated entrepreneurs 
know that investments are 
out there.  Warren Buffet, 
investor and philanthropist, 
built his financial empire 
finding deals when markets 
were down.  While Leon “Lee” 
Noe may consider himself 
“small potatoes” compared to 
Mr. Buffet, he is a thoughtful 
investor for whom patience 
and calculated planning have 
maximized returns. 
Philanthropy and estate planning are elements of this success, 
and for several years now, Embry-Riddle has benefited from 
Noe’s overall investment plan. In 2009, the aviation enthusiast, 
pilot and entrepreneur partnered with Embry-Riddle to support 
33 veteran students attending the Prescott, Ariz. Campus as 
members of the Post-9/11 G.I. Bill’s Yellow Ribbon Program. 
Taking advantage of the Pension Protection Act of 2006, Noe 
contributed a sizeable sum (a distribution from his IRA) to 
the university to allow for seamless benefits for these veteran 
students, and reduce his personal income tax liability at the same 
time. 
“The Yellow Ribbon Program and support from generous 
donors such as Lee Noe provides a great opportunity in 
rewarding our young adults who have served our country,” says 
Dan Lupin, director of Financial Aid at Embry-Riddle’s Prescott 
Campus. “Mr. Noe’s support allowed these students to pursue 
their goals and helped in their transition from military to student 
life.”
Supporting the program was an easy decision for Noe, who 
earned a bachelor’s degree from the University of Miami in 
1952 on the G.I. Bill. 
“I have always been a proud patriotic American, having served 
in the Army Paratroopers with the 82nd Airborne Division,” 
he explains. “I am an enthusiastic supporter of all veterans 
programs.” 
Impressed by the Embry-Riddle students he encountered 
regularly since relocating to the Prescott area in 2007 from Palm 
Beach, Fla., Noe determined to build on his generosity. “It’s 
hard not to meet and interact with Embry-Riddle students in 
the local community,” he says. “They are everywhere, working 
as clerks, waiters and waitresses, support staff at private clubs, 
everywhere.”  
After exploring the many avenues of gifting with Embry-
Riddle administrators, the 82-year-old who started flying in high 
school and still actively flies his own plane, decided a charitable 
gift annuity would best achieve his philanthropic, investment, 
and income tax goals.  In December 2010, he established 
the charitable gift annuity and created the Lee Noe Flight 
Scholarship Endowment Fund, which will be financed by his gift 
annuity, as well as a testamentary gift upon his death. Once fully 
“ I am an enthusiastic 
supporter of all  
veterans programs.” 
“A charitable gift 
annuity can give you 
predictable income, 
an immediate chari-
table deduction and 
the satisfaction of  
supporting Embry-
Riddle’s mission.”
— Bernadine Douglas,  
Assistant Vice President for 
Institutional Advancement
Charitable gift annuities:
Supporting Embry-Riddle’s future
Are you looking for a secure source of fixed income now 
or for your future? Are you tired of stock market swings? 
Do you have a desire to support Embry-Riddle, education 
and the future of aviation/aerospace? One solution may 
be a charitable gift annuity.
HOW IT WORKS
A charitable gift annuity is a contract between the 
donor and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. The 
donor transfers property or assets to the university and 
in exchange, the university pays him or her fixed income 
for life. A portion of this income may even be tax-free. The 
donor receives a charitable deduction for the gift and the 
satisfaction of furthering the Embry-Riddle mission.
TYPES OF ASSETS 
Donors may decide to fund their gift annuity with cash, 
which would result in tax free status for a significant por-
tion of the annuity income. Gifts of appreciated securities 
can also fund a gift annuity and can result in benefits with 
regard to capital gains tax.
DEFERRED GIFT ANNUITY
Gift annuities can also be established whereby income 
is deferred until a future date, such as upon retirement. 
One can establish a deferred gift annuity, receive a cur-
rent charitable income tax deduction and begin receiving 
income payments at a designated future time. 
For more information regarding charitable gift annuities, 
estate giving, or other ways to give contact:  
email: giving@erau.edu; call (800) 362-9285; or visit 
givingto.erau.edu.   
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funded, the endowment’s annual earned interest will provide 
scholarship support to military veteran students majoring in 
Aeronautical Science, in perpetuity.
By including the university in his estate plan, Noe joins 
the Embry-Riddle Legacy Society (see Page 9 this issue), a 
growing membership of philanthropists whose contributions 
work to maintain Embry-Riddle’s heritage of achievement 
and ensure the success of generations of aviation/aeronautics 
professionals.  
Noe credits his aunt for helping develop his giving 
philosophy and investment savvy. Following the death of his 
mother, Noe’s aunt rescued him (6 years old at the time) and 
his brother from an orphanage and raised them as her own. 
This same aunt gave Noe’s coat, bed, and car to people in 
need, while he was serving in the Army in the mid-1940s; all 
of these people were returning veterans.
She also taught Noe to invest in education—beginning with 
his own. She guaranteed a bank loan for her nephew so he 
could complete his college degree, helping him to establish 
credit	at	the	same	time;	and	assisted	him	with	the	financing	of	
his	first	home	via	an	interest-free	personal	loan.		
While he downplays his generosity to the university, Noe 
acknowledges the importance of giving at all levels.  “Small 
is my contribution, compared to others, but the sum of many 
small efforts can be huge,” he says.
Noe worked in the publishing business, before joining the 
plastics industry. He retired in 1971 and purchased Travel 
Market Yearbook, a travel publication that he edited and 
published for years. He also founded the Organization of 
Travel Marketing Executives and created a plastics newsletter 
that he sold about a year ago. He resides in Prescott, Ariz., 
close to the Embry-Riddle Campus. 
P
hoto by Q
uang N
guyen
Lee Noe created a charitable gift annuity to provide scholarships to support military veteran students.
WiSE 
inVEStMEnt
Scholarship giving 
maximizes return  
for entrepreneur
BY STEvEN BOBINSKY
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emil buehler  
aviation maintenance 
Science building  
$2 Million from the Emil Buehler 
Perpetual Trust 
Named for a famed architect, engineer, and 
aviator, this facility will help train the next 
generation of maintenance technicians  
and managers.
“ Pathways to the Sky” 
Sculpture
by Peter Forster and “Reaching New 
Horizons” by Kerry Transtrum  
$0.66 Million from the Wessel  
Foundation (Helen Wessel)
These beautiful works of art (outside and 
inside the Flight Operations Center lobby)  
celebrate the central role of the aviation 
complex as the place where student dreams 
take flight.
On Friday, Sept. 9, 2011, Embry-Riddle “officially” opened the 
doors to its James Hagedorn 
Aviation Complex, adding nearly 
100,000 square feet of ultra-
modern facilities to its College of 
Aviation. 
Construction crews were hard at work for months building 
the new gateway to the Embry-
Riddle flight line. Behind the 
scenes, the Development Office 
labored to secure more than 
$5.3 million in support for the 
new $22 million complex.  
Here are just a few highlights of how philanthropy helped 
build the most advanced aviation 
education complex in the world.
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The James Hagedorn  
aviation complex 
$2.5 Million from James Hagedorn
Named for Embry-Riddle Trustee and the CEO of 
Scotts Miracle-Gro, the seven-building complex 
now houses over 200,000 square feet of educa-
tional space, serving more than 2,400 students a 
year. (Entire complex not pictured)
Samuel goldman  
aviation Fleet  
maintenance Hangar
$1.17 Million combined from  
Samuel Goldman and  
Barbara and Roger Schwarz
named for the university’s first million-dollar 
donor, this hangar honors the founder of 
Chesapeake Airlines and will support the  
Aviation Maintenance Science and Aeronautical 
Science degree programs.
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goLd eagLeS
D. Keith (‘95, ‘97) and Alice Mosing
SILveR eagLeS
Kenneth (‘85, ‘89) and Antoinette Dufour
Daniel (‘04) and Margaret Johnson
bRonze eagLeS
George (‘03) and Debbie Bowen
David Brown (‘89)
Terry (‘87) and Terri Cox
Wil liam (‘82, ‘84, ‘87) and  
Nuala Glennon
Erin Gormley (‘05)
James Johnson (‘89, ‘00, ‘02)
David (‘82) and Rebecca Wallenborn
SquadRon 500
Lisa Anderson Spencer (‘03) and  
Jason Spencer
Glenn Barcheski (‘05)
Ste ven (‘03, ‘05, ‘07) and Stephanie 
Buckner
Scott (‘99) and Catherine Burgess
Peter Dumont (‘03, ‘09)
S. Ray (‘59) and Helen Ellington
Richard (‘95) and Charlotte King
James (‘75) and Jane Morrical
Terry (‘94) and Nancy Mularkey
Joseph (‘00) and Barbara Radosky
Don Roberts (‘95, ‘97)
Herbert Schaefer (‘98)
Roland Shaw (‘95)
Clinton Weekes (‘10)
Robley (‘01) and Sue Withrow
SquadRon 250
Frank (‘87) and Deborah Ayers
James (‘91, ‘97) and Betty Brown
Deborah (‘09) and Howard Creech
Kenneth Curry (‘87)
Stephen (‘94) and Suzanne Dedmon
Daniel (‘83) and Elpa Droogleever
Scott (‘81) and Deborah Ford
Frederick Hammerschlag (‘89)
Patricia Kabus (‘09)
Matthew (‘07) and Lisa Kollar
Robert (‘57) and Roxie Lewis
Michael (‘01) and Cindy MacConnie
Kevin (‘07) and Kimberley Nykanen
James (‘87) and Donna Parry
Pat rick Ross (‘97, ‘98) and  
Janet Cosman-Ross (‘98)
James (‘04) and Marian Schultz
Ronald (‘86) and Helen Sibley
Carl (‘91, ‘95, ‘96) and Pong West
Alfred (‘82) and Katherine Williams
SquadRon 100
Scot Abel (‘04)
Ricardo Acevedo (‘08)
George (‘89) and Kay Adams
John (‘00, ‘04) and Rosita Allen
Jessie Alvarez (‘82)
Kent (‘97, ‘99, ‘01) and Teresa Anderson
Luis Badia (‘10)
Patricia (‘83) and Craig Balbalian
William (‘60) and Joelin Bayer
Thomas (‘85) and Sharon Bedisky
Richard (‘66) and Gina Bennert
Daniel Bittner (‘84)
Evan (‘10) and Sarah Bogan
David Bonner (‘09)
William Brand (‘10)
Robert (‘06, ‘09) and Linda Braun
Kevin (‘95) and Pamela Brewster
Rolf Brockmeyer (‘08)
Gregory Brooks (‘01)
Norma Butler (‘03)
Matthew Callander (‘01, ‘09)
Thomas (‘00, ‘01) and Kristine Caristi
Glenn (‘94) and Rae Carlson
Niccole Castellanos (‘07)
Joseph (‘98) and Donna Clements
Byron (‘95) and Harriet Cobb
Patricia (‘00) and Richard Cody
Joann (‘02) and Christopher Courtland
Gerald (‘59) and Virginia Cox
Lawrence Cox (‘04, ‘05)
William (‘88) and Joan Danzeisen
Daniel Davis (‘02)
Alexandre De Barros (‘10)
Frank De Mary (‘91, ‘97)
Teena Deering (‘09)
Gary (‘80) and Karla DeKay
Neil (‘89) and Kim Doh
Robert (‘04) and Teresa Doheny
Dwight (‘64) and Elaine Dohmeier
David (‘81) and Diane Downey
Timothy (‘90) and Leslie Duerson
Phillip (‘03) and Anne Duffy
Craig Dyer (‘91)
William (‘01) and Leslie Edwards
Dick Embry (‘87)
Daniel (‘88) and Kay Eramo
Isam (‘63) and Phyllis Faraj
Paul (‘89) and Deanne Feirick
Robert Fiegl (‘93)
Jacqueline Geraci (‘06)
Jon Gibson (‘91)
Doug (‘07, ‘10) and Karen Gordon
Nancy Graham (‘42)
John (‘74) and Glenda Grones
Fabio (‘83) and Lorraine (‘84) Grossi
Ross Gruebel (‘08)
Santo (‘09) and Carolina Gullo
Walter (‘83) and Janet Gutsche
Wynn Hamic (‘11)
Robert (‘92) and Tammy Hamilton
Charles (‘94) and Amanda Haskett
Thomas (‘94) and Sharon Hastings
Carl (‘96, ‘97) and Kelly Hauprich
Jeffrey Heitzman (‘01)
Gary Hendrix (‘99)
Thomas Henkel (‘04)
Michael Hill (‘07, ‘08)
Mark Holkey (‘03)
Henry Holmes (‘09)
Thomas (‘00, ‘03) and Etta Holmes
Steven Iacobucci (‘93)
Loren and Mavis Jacobson
Shawn James (‘02)
Daphne Jefferson (‘94)
Larry (‘05) and Pamela Jenkins
Jerome (‘89) and Cynthia Johnson
Thomas Johnson (‘08)
Clyde Jones (‘91)
Karl (‘90, ‘94) and Karin Kaufman
William Kerr (‘60)
Kenneth Kessner (‘00)
James Klina (‘77)
Richard (‘06) and Wendy Knowlton
David (‘95) and Donette Konneker
William Koperek (‘11)
Howard Krangle (‘10)
Axel (‘08) and Mia Kreimeier
Carol Lamattina (‘86, ‘99)
Lyle Langston (‘92)
Thomas (‘01) and Margaret Larvia
Wade (‘01) and Debbi Lester
Michael Lewis (‘09)
Peter Loncteaux (‘11)
Lascelles Longmore (‘91)
Mary Lou Lowe (‘04)
James (‘81) and Madelyn Lynch
George Maliga (‘07)
Kenric (‘92) and Shannon Malmberg
Jorge Manresa (‘06)
Ira Mason (‘05, ‘06)
Anne Matthews (‘97)
Joseph Maus (‘63)
Michael (‘09) and Cheryl McDonald
Kevin (‘97) and Nina McPherson
Michael (‘99) and Patricia Merek
James Moore (‘07, ‘09)
Katherine Moran (‘96, ‘97)
Nancy Moran (‘06)
James (‘90) and Michele Moreland
Philip (‘83) and Adelaide Morris
Joh n (‘94, ‘03) and Laura Nagle
Walid Naja (‘07)
Daniel (‘00) and Janet Nation
Michael (‘84) and Anita Nemmers
Jeffrey Neville (‘87, ‘88)
Ronald (‘97) and Nancy Nolder
Christopher (‘01, ‘02) and Karen Norfolk
Joseph (‘93) and Kathryn O’Brien
Thomas O’Brien (‘95)
Gordon (‘96, ‘98) and Laura Palmer
Generous support 
from our alumni 
helps to provide 
John R. Watret
Executive Vice President & 
Chief Academic Officer
Embry-Riddle Worldwide
needed resources to our 
current students.  One 
example is the textbook 
allowance that was 
awarded to more than 50 
deserving students over 
the past year.
~
}
WORLDWIDE ALUMNI
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Michael (‘96) and Tina Paone
Bradley (‘87) and Mary Jayne Pederson
James (‘81) and Suki Pierce
James Pompano (‘05)
John (‘90) and Janice Poutier
Richard (‘88) and Lucia Radvanyi
Jeffrey (‘92) and Teresa Redder
Matt Richey (‘98)
Heidi (‘99) and Aaron (‘05) Robbins
Constance (‘01) and Alan Robinson
Michael Rubeling (‘09)
Michael Rymond (‘99)
William Sambolt (‘87)
John (‘88) and Barbara Sand
Willard (‘98, ‘99) and Susan Sawyer
Albert Scheibly (‘84)
Barry (‘94) and Dorie Schiff
Scott Seely (‘02)
Conrad (‘62) and Marcia Shad
Joseph (‘94, ‘05) and Donna Sims
Kelvin Sizemore (‘96)
Francine Smith (‘96)
Paul Smith (‘85)
Alvin (‘78) and Mary Jon Sneckenberger
Janice Snyder (‘98)
Jerry Spruill (‘97, ‘99) and Vikki Lynch
Alan (‘95) and Julie Stolzer
William Sullivan (‘87)
William (‘53) and Yula Swafford
Kimberly Szathmary (‘96)
Mat thew (‘90, ‘01) and  
Michelle Thompson
Paul Thompson (‘10)
Carl Thornton (‘02)
Jeffrey (‘04) and Susan Tomei
Brian Toung (‘10)
John (‘05) and Kelly Tringali
Thomas Van Petten (‘81)
Richard (‘02, ‘03) and Marguerite Vickers
Jennifer Vivero (‘11)
Peter (‘69) and Linda Vosbury
Riley Walker (‘01)
Robert Walton (‘08)
Jeffrey (‘64) and Beverly Ward
Sidney Wheeler (‘04)
Charles Williams (‘10)
Alan (‘89) and Sharon Wisniewski
John (‘95) and Catherine Wright
David (‘93) and Laurie Wyndham
Robert Yonaitis (‘07, ‘11)
Wayne (‘61, ‘62) and Mary Young
Stephen (‘91) and Jo Anne Zemanek
cadeTS
Billy (‘81) and Lavenia Acree
Raleigh Addy (‘99)
Ann (‘06) and Frank Ade
Ros emarie Adragna-Elliott (‘09) and 
Craig Elliott
Carl (‘93) and Elizabeth Anderson
Dane Anderson (‘01)
Dennis (‘89) and Theresa Anderson
Ivar (‘92) and Nancy Anderson
Kenneth (‘53) and Kathleen Andrews
John (‘90, ‘01) and Christine Angelotta
Keith (‘93) and Theresa Arney
Richard (‘86) and Mary Arnold
Mel ody Aspeotes-Jensen (‘03, ‘04, ‘07) 
and Eric Jensen
Robert (‘07) and Mindy Atherton
Lucille (‘97, ‘03) and Robert Babcock
Thomas (‘55) and Peggie Bailey
Brian Baker (‘09)
Michelle (‘99) and Chris Barker
Surjit Basra (‘03)
Stanley (‘96) and Marie Bass
Frank (‘89) and Sharon Beckage
Leulseged Belayneh (‘96, ‘07)
James Bell (‘79, ‘86)
Wayne (‘84) and Nancy Bell
Howard (‘97) and Marie Berg
Drew (‘02) and Gina Berman
Thomas (‘02) and Mary Beth Bishop
William Bishop (‘05)
Damion (‘09) and Barbara Blackburn
David (‘98, ‘01) and Cheryl Blackmon
Thomas (‘85) and Susan Blake
Bethany Blecha (‘02)
Edward (‘85) and Peggy Bohlke
Rafael Borges (‘06, ‘07)
John (‘81) and Patricia Bortner
Robert (‘09, ‘10) and Carrie Boyett
Barry (‘61) and Susi Brablec
Lawrence (‘89) and Susan Bradley
James Braman (‘93)
David (‘07) and Maria Briones
Robert (‘95) and Patricia Brodwater
Marcia Brooks (‘91)
Kaliph Brown (‘01)
Robert (‘65) and Doris Brown
Keith (‘91) and Susan Brune
Daniel Budzinski (‘04)
Ralph (‘94) and Katharine Bulloch
James Bushelle (‘93)
Carlos (‘91) and Bernarda Bustamante
Rudolph (‘94) and Laurie Byrne
Mark (‘04) and Jean Cady
Kathleen (‘09) and Frank Campanaro
Reginald Campbell (‘05, ‘08)
James (‘90) and Michele Capley
Daniel (‘90) and Cheri Carrell
Michael (‘95) and Gina Carter
Silas Cassidy (‘86)
Russell (‘04) and Mary Celia
Leonid (‘58) and Elisabeth Chadovich
Helen (‘07) and Jesse Childs
Scott (‘05) and Karen Christner
Dale (‘97) and Terry Cleaveland
Mark (‘84) and Maureen Cluskey
Zachary (‘99) and Rhonda Coleman
Robert (‘88) and Gerda Colton
Kevin (‘02) and Amy Connelly
Terry (‘97) and Marie Converse
Michael (‘94) and Carla Copeland
A. Murray (‘53) and Barbara Cunningham
Jon athan Cupina (‘07) and  
Marilyn Eastwick-Cupina
Howard (‘01) and Sheryl Cyrus
David (‘88) and Linda Dailey
Kev in Danel (‘01) and JoRene’ Newton-
Danel
DeeAnn (‘04) and Mark Danin
Kirk (‘61) and Janet Davis
Nathan Day (‘99)
Philip (‘99, ‘01) and Tori Decker
Jason Delisle (‘09)
Nathan (‘08) and Mildred Dennes
John (‘81) and Debby Dennis
Ernest (‘90) and Christine Desimone
Pedro Diaz (‘88)
Floyd (‘99) and Lisa Dissinger
Mary Dohr (‘81) and Craig Goheen
Edward (‘82) and Nancy Douglas
Chr istopher (‘97, ‘99, ‘07) and  
Kristi Duffett
Harold (‘83) and Karen Dunn
Scott (‘85) and Evelena Eastepp
William (‘95, ‘05) and Julie Edwards
Von (‘06) and Tara Elmegreen
Rodney Etchberger (‘99)
Burton Etheridge (‘82)
Dustin Euler (‘09)
Jude Ezedike (‘07)
Eric (‘96, ‘98) and Debra Fader
Daniel (‘99) and Elizabeth Fair
Stephen (‘91, ‘92, ‘00) and Dawn Faust
Donald (‘90) and Lynn Ferguson
Richard (‘00, ‘02) and Donna Fescoe
Gerald (‘03) and Mashell Fleming
Jerry (‘93) and Patricia Fletcher
David (‘83) and Nancy Floyd
Barry (‘77) and Mary Ford
Bruce Fournier (‘06)
Dixie Fradel (‘82)
Bruce (‘91) and Denise Fredericks
Becca Friesen (‘04, ‘06)
Daniel (‘01) and Francine Froelich
John Galyon (‘08)
Kenneth (‘04, ‘06) and Carol Gardy
Russell Garlow (‘07)
Adam Gartner (‘03)
Gary Gennari (‘05)
Allen (‘96) and Deborah Godfrey
Louis (‘91) and Cindy Goffredo
Wil liam (‘96, ‘97) and  
Deborah Goggins
Anna (‘84, ‘00) and William Gohranson
Richard (‘09) and Lisa Golick
Jeffrey Gooch (‘09)
John (‘76) and Jane Goodnight
Steven (‘94) and Darlene Gottschalk
Kevin Gould (‘85)
Todd (‘09) and Irene Gregg
Douglas (‘84) and Margaret Grewing
Thomas (‘94) and Judy Griffin
John (‘97) and Helene Gross
Kenny Hager (‘05)
Robert (‘87) and Henri Hale
Kenneth (‘56) and Vivian Hamann
Jahan Hamid (‘05)
James (‘80) and Mary Hampson
Edwin (‘06) and Denise Hanna
Don na (‘04, ‘09) and  
Steve (‘83, ‘10) Hanshew
Herman (‘90, ‘91) and Tammy Hardebeck
J. (‘86, ‘93) and Bonnie Hardwick
Hugh Hardy (‘99)
Donald (‘61) and Bulah Harms
Richard (‘95) and Elizabeth Hart
Joanna Hartley (‘04, ‘07)
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Schatzie Harvey (‘05)
Robert (‘85) and Rose Marie Hawkes
Michael Hayden (‘93)
Jerry (‘91) and Donna Heck
Daniel Heggie (‘82)
Robert (‘56) and Hilda Hester
Randy (‘04, ‘06) and Deborah Hillenburg
Jen nifer Hinebaugh (‘02) and  
Michael Mulrooney
Robert (‘05) and Regin Hines
Russell (‘89) and Donella Hodgkins
Steven (‘87) and Brenda Hoffman
Arthur (‘84) and Elois Holcomb
William (‘94) and Gretchen Holcomb
Charles (‘83, ‘85) and Marian Holmes
William (‘95) and Engrid Hooper
Richard (‘93) and Cathy Horn
Sacrial Howard (‘07)
Gre gory Howe (‘05) and  
Gabriela Marrosu-Howe
Michael Hull (‘83)
John (‘07) and Michelle Hursong
Philip (‘85) and Mary Ingraham
Richard (‘90, ‘95) and Elizabeth Ingraham
Gordon Isaacson (‘06)
James Isbell (‘77)
Lynette Jamison (‘01)
Raymond (‘91) and Cari Jancso
Charles (‘03) and Paula Johnson
Charlotte Jones (‘06, ‘08)
Gayle (‘90) and Gary Jones
John Jones (‘08)
Michael (‘09) and Diana Jones
Teresa (‘98, ‘00) and Stephen Jugan
Daniel (‘04) and Kimberley Kalenowski
Anna Kaminski (‘09)
John (‘97) and Paula Kane
David Karjala (‘99, ‘00)
George (‘01) and Deborah Kayser
Ant hony (‘98) and  
Audrey Kelly John Khayata (‘89)
James (‘60) and Peggy King
Randall King (‘00)
Jonathan (‘89) and P. Dianne Klaaren
Raymond (‘07) and Kathy Knispel
Matthew (‘98) and Amy Kratovel
Edwin (‘51) and Roma Krejci
Lisa (‘05) and Ryan Krieg
Warren (‘64) and Pamela Lackie
Gina Lakestream (‘98)
Michael Lakous (‘07)
Paul (‘01) and Kristen Lalumiere
Tharon (‘04) and Vivianne Lane
Edwin (‘02, ‘04, ‘05, ‘08) and Faye Lee
David (‘62) and Sheila Leppert
Rob ert (‘01, ‘03, ‘06) and  
Jessica Lesefka
James (‘99) and Wanda Leslie
William (‘91) and Elizabeth Lewandowski
Kathleen (‘90) and Michael Lewis
Tige (‘04, ‘11) and Marisa Lewis
Gregory (‘06) and Lonna Lindmark
Brian Lintonen (‘06)
Karen Lloyd (‘82)
Olivia (‘00) and Maurice Lloyd
Drew (‘96) and Kimberly Locher
John (‘99, ‘01) and Dawn Logiudice
Joa n Louis-Herelle (‘96) and  
Vincent Herelle
Melvin (‘92) and Deborah Love
Hershel Lovette (‘09)
Thomas Ludwig (‘07)
Edward (‘00) and Ritsu Lusman
Tina (‘09) and Joshua Madovoy
John (‘83) and Suszann Magner
Timothy Maguire (‘04)
Michael (‘86) and Sandra Maier
David Mancini (‘05)
Richard (‘04) and Jessica Manley
Todd (‘08) and Barb Manouse
Richard (‘00) and Bella Mansfield
Joseph Mari (‘98)
David Martin (‘94) and Kim Sheppard
Malcolm Massung (‘78)
Gabriele (‘05) and Gary Mathews
Brian (‘93, ‘03) and Janalee Mathy
Kennith Matthews (‘00)
Theresa (‘05) and Edward Maue
Wendell (‘97) and Darla May
James Mayes (‘98)
Sandra (‘88) and Gary McClellan
Joseph (‘07) and Julia McCollough
Dariel (‘88) and Jayme McCourt
Gretchen (‘86, ‘88) and Jeff McDonell
Bobby (‘05) and Evelyn McMasters
Todd Mead (‘94)
Thomas (‘86) and Jacklynn Meadows
James (‘95) and Lisa Meassick
Jeffery Medlin (‘06)
Martin (‘89, ‘01) and Patricia Melton
Julio (‘03, ‘09) and Dawn Menendez
William Mercer (‘00)
William (‘04) and Wendy Mesloh
Garret (‘06) and Stephanie Messner
Eric (‘08) and Laura Metcalf
John (‘98) and Jan Metterle
Randell (‘89) and Barbara Meyer
James (‘05) and Sunny Mihalick
Alumnus helps  
students help  
themselves with  
book loan program 
 Senior Master Sgt. Craig Miller (’09, 
WW) recognizes the importance of 
education.  Currently stationed at 
Hurlburt (Eglin) Field at Fort Walton 
Beach, Fla., the squadron production 
superintendent completed his bach-
elor’s degree in technical management 
at Embry-Riddle while on active duty 
with the U.S. Air Force. He credits his 
degree, along with ample shares of 
hard work and dedication, for his ability 
to rise in leadership in the Air Force.
As a service member, he received 
tuition benefits but there was no 
reimbursement for textbooks. With the 
cost of books quickly adding up, Miller 
and some colleagues, who were also 
Embry-Riddle students, pooled their 
resources and created an informal 
book-loan program. By strategically 
arranging their class schedules, the 
students were able to share the same 
textbooks. 
Seeing the cost-savings of this pro-
gram, Miller took it a step further. He 
created a book-loan library to assist 
and encourage his junior technicians to 
pursue an advanced education. 
“As an incentive to get them to enroll 
in classes, I told them, ‘I’ll pay for your 
first book,’” he says. “I walked them 
through the application process and 
showed them how to register. … My 
strategy was to orchestrate a zero dol-
lar out-of-pocket scenario, in exchange 
for their commitment of time—and 
wouldn’t you know it, it worked.”
According to Miller, at least four air-
men who participated in the book-loan 
program have since completed their 
bachelor’s degrees, with more than a 
dozen others benefitting from the pro-
gram. He estimates the program saved 
each student approximately $500-600 
a year. 
As a manager, Miller says the profes-
sional development of the men and 
women on his team is of the utmost 
importance. 
 “When I was their age and at their 
career level, I didn’t understand the 
significance of an education. I didn’t 
have someone encouraging me. Now, 
I realize how important it is … it’s tied 
to promotion, and when you get out [of 
the military] it gives you many  
more opportunities.” 
craig Miller, right, celebrates the completion of his degree 
with friend and fellow book loan program participant,  
Arthur Lee Jones Jr.
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Winfred (‘91, ‘92) and Celia Mihill
Terrence Miles (‘04)
Walter (‘90) and Corrine Miller
Darrell (‘94) and Geri Monday
Larry (‘01) and Flora Montgomery
Andrew Montjar (‘08)
Raymond Moreno (‘08)
Kenneth (‘92) and Patricia Morin
Jeffrey (‘07) and Lauren Mrozinski
Wolfgang (‘85) and Anneliese Mueller
Paul Muhamedcani (‘08)
Edwin Munger (‘92, ‘93)
John (‘05) and Robin Musser
Florence Myles (‘04, ‘05)
Steve (‘74) and Sharon Nagy
Ryan Namaka (‘86)
David (‘01) and Kim Nelson
Robert (‘00) and Jane Neuharth
Stacey (‘97) and April Newsome
James (‘83, ‘86) and Veronica O’Brien
Michael (‘01, ‘02) and Patricia O’Connor
John (‘88) and Mary Ann O’Donnell
Michael Ohannesian (‘02, ‘03)
Carl (‘07) and Judy Olson
Gabriel (‘05) and Terri Ortegon
Brian (‘88) and Maria Osborn
Guy (‘94) and Elizabeth Osborne
Christopher (‘94) and Christina Owens
Eric Pace (‘05)
John (‘91) and Linda Pacitti
James (‘01, ‘03) and Julia Palmer
James (‘90) and Lori Parsons
George Pate (‘90)
Carolyn Patrick (‘04)
Scott Pearson (‘06, ‘07)
Brent Perkins (‘04)
Scott (‘01) and Barbara Pernett
Bryan (‘90, ‘02) and Theresa Persohn
Daniel (‘94) and Debra Peterson
Ronald (‘03) and Natalie Peterson
Robert (‘04) and Carol Petrillo
Lynette Petsinger (‘02)
Joseph (‘97) and Lisa Phillips
Peter Phillips (‘02)
Robert (‘87) and Deborah Phillips
Curtis (‘92) and Laura Phipps
Mark (‘89, ‘97) and Lourdes Pierce
Daniel (‘96) and Patricia Pignataro
Michelle Pike (‘05)
Kevin (‘08) and Deena Pinto
Enrique Placido (‘10)
Stanley (‘00) and Kerri Pleban
Terrance (‘85) and Katherine Pomeroy
Evan Poole (‘08)
Derik Poppino (‘07)
Wade (‘95) and Jennifer Portee
Richard (‘92) and Lorette Pothier
Brian Proctor (‘05)
Thomas (‘64) and Glenda Rackley
Larry (‘05) and Lisa Raines
Danny (‘07, ‘09) and Ana Rakovic
Michael Ranalli (‘97, ‘99, ‘01)
Kenneth Randall (‘11)
Nickolus (‘84) and Sylvia Rasch
Michael (‘89) and Cynthia Raymond
James (‘97, ‘98) and Ana Reeder
Mic hael (‘90, ‘92) and  
Catherine Rembert
Carl (‘99) and Shelly Requa
Heather (‘08) and Richard Reuter
Bradley (‘79) and Elaine Rhodes
Heather Rice (‘02)
Dennis (‘95) and Carol Riddle
Dominick Riggs (‘08)
Sebastian Rivas (‘07)
Donna Roberts (‘10)
Jimmie Roberts (‘98)
Keith Roberts (‘01)
Kenneth Rodriguez (‘95)
Amy (‘05) and Jeff Romanelli
Marc Paul Rosario (‘08)
Ron ald Rosenthal (‘03) and  
Adrienne Rexroad
Shawn (‘10) and Terry Rosswick
Don (‘61) and Patricia Roswell
Franklin (‘85) and Kathy Rudolph
Robert Ruffing (‘02, ‘03)
James (‘93) and Wendy Russell
Lawrence (‘61) and Susan Russell
Erwin (‘86, ‘88) and Elma Samida
James (‘06, ‘08) and Karen Sanders
Joe y (‘09) and Claudia Sanders
Robert Scarr (‘05)
Gary (‘98) and Shanon Schafer
James (‘98) and Regina Schilling
Jennifer (‘99) and Robert Schneider
Thomas (‘08) and Lisa Schrum
Stephen (‘00) and Renee Schwarz
Maurice Scroggins (‘99, ‘00)
David (‘97, ‘98) and Maureen Seigler
Michael (‘02, ‘06) and Henrietta Semik
Brad (‘10) and Laurie Sepe
Robert (‘91) and Cynthia Sewall
Lamont (‘78) and Katherine Shadowens
Christina (‘04) and Christopher Sharp
Fitzhugh (‘03) and Margaret Shelton
Francis (‘83) and Chaluay Shimek
Martin Silva (‘10)
Wilfred (‘02) and Lisa Simondsen
Jerry Simpson (‘95)
Michael (‘07, ‘08) and Diane Siniard
Bruce Slack (‘99, ‘02, ‘03)
Andrzej (‘00) and Claire Sleboda
Denroy Smith (‘01, ‘02, ‘08)
Jason (‘04) and Jennifer Smith
Mark (‘96) and Rosalind Sobosle
Raymond (‘97) and Sandra Sommers
Samuel Sorrells (‘93)
Richard (‘98) and Noelle Sosa
Robert (‘08) and Jeri Sotomayor
Robert (‘06) and Teresa Spagnuolo
James (‘04) and Marlene Spurlock
Mike (‘93) and Kimberly Stasiewicz
William (‘01) and Lisa Stegman
Erik (‘99, ‘05) and Janine Stengel
Melissa Stetser (‘95)
Gary (‘03) and Beth Stewart
Michael Stewart (‘99)
William (‘93) and Mary Strasser
Michael (‘94) and Anita Streicher
Stacy (‘88) and Brigitte Strickland
Guy (‘02) and Marsha Stroup
Matthew (‘04) and Stacy Sturlin
Edward Subervi (‘87)
Richard (‘91) and Linda Suggs
Melvin (‘97) and Virginia Summe
Craig (‘91, ‘92, ‘97) and Erlinda Swan
Lowell (‘95) and Tonya Syers
Erik Syfert (‘02, ‘04)
Larrie Sykes (‘97)
Allan (‘03) and Maria Teets
Robert (‘05) and Prakob Terhardt
Billy (‘56) and Helen Thayer
Christopher Thomas (‘86)
Mark (‘84) and Vonna Thomas
Jack (‘05) and Mary Thompson
Mark Tillman (‘95)
Kent (‘98) and Joann Tipping
Andrew Tong (‘97)
John (‘86) and Eileen Topitzer
Jonathan (‘85) and Mary Tovani
Joseph Traybar (‘88)
Carlos Trinidad (‘08)
George (‘89) and Deanna Tucker
David (‘89) and Rosa Tuemler
Joseph Turner (‘05)
Michael Tuttle (‘99)
Doris Tyler (‘02, ‘08)
Richard (‘75, ‘83) and Janneth Ulm
Cesar Uribe (‘09)
Anibal Velazquez-Nazario (‘06, ‘07)
Edison (‘07) and Aminta Velez
Peter (‘01, ‘09) and Michele Ventres
Hugh (‘94, ‘07) and Lara Verhoef
Edward Veyran (‘09)
Kelly (‘09) and Anthony Vilardo
Carlos Villa (‘09, ‘10)
Abraham (‘00, ‘01) and Mary Villarreal
Barry (‘99) and Donna Voithoffer
Robin (‘87, ‘02, ‘08) and Mary Vozar
Matthew (‘95) and Elizabeth Wain
Robert (‘92) and Martha Ware
Scott (‘99) and Tara Warner
Corey (‘05, ‘09) and Richelle Weiland
Geoffrey (‘97) and Karen Weiss
Roger Widholm (‘84)
Raymond (‘44) and Phyllis Wienk
Elliott (‘03) and Dana Williams
Kpadi (‘05) and Patience Williams
Paul (‘77) and Nina Williams
Samuel (‘03) and Brenda Williams
Kevin Wilson (‘03, ‘04)
Randal Windler (‘06)
Jeffrey (‘96, ‘99) and Tracy Wood
Craig Wuerker (‘05)
Jerry (‘84) and Barbara Wyrick
Ivan Yelverton (‘05)
Randall (‘96) and Sarah Yentsch
Kyle (‘05) and Louise York
John (‘91) and Sandra Young
Paula (‘99) and Raymond Young
Keith Youngken (‘94)
Xin (‘00, ‘02) and Ju Zheng
Tony Zinn (‘00)
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AVIATION 
DRiVES  
SUCCESS FOR 
ENTREPRENEUR
BY SARA WITHROW
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“It  kind of all went hand-in-hand,” he says. “I started off so 
young … I just rolled into the business and I used aviation to 
my advantage.”
Mosing earned his pilot’s license at the age of 16. He started 
working for the family business, Frank’s Casing Crew and 
Rental Tools in Lafayette, La., at about the same age—“running 
parts, cleaning tools and doing every kind of grunt work you 
can imagine.”  
In 1974, he moved to Houston and expanded the family 
business into Texas and Oklahoma. Seven years later, Mos-
ing formed Frank’s International, Inc., which provides tubular 
technologies for the oil exploration and production industry; 
and today, operates in more than 40 countries worldwide. 
Now, chairman and CEO of Frank’s International, Frank’s 
Casing Crew and Rental Tools, Inc., Antelope Oil Tools, Inc. 
and Western Airways, Inc., Mosing says it was his ability to fly 
and his access to a small aircraft that kick started his business.
“When you’re talking to a client on the phone, say in Corpus 
Christi [Texas], and you say, ‘I’ll just jump in my little plane 
and come down there so we can talk in person,’ it makes a dif-
ference,” he says. “When I got that kind of reputation, people 
would deal with me.”
A 2003 Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year recipient, 
Mosing recalls a specific business transaction that significantly 
impacted the growth of his company. A potential client from 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic had an emergency need 
for equipment and supplies, and had called Mosing for help. 
Jumping in his King Air 200, Mosing traveled to the site, as-
sessed the situation and arranged immediately for a shipment 
from Frank’s Alvin, Texas plant to remedy the situation—sav-
ing the client “hundreds of thousands of dollars” in downtime.  
“If I had just called a shipping broker, there’s no telling how 
long it would have taken,” Mosing says. “I started the interna-
tional company with that job.”
Embry-riddlE ConnECtion
A two-year stint in the U.S. Army opened the young business-
man’s eyes to opportunities abroad, and in a roundabout way 
led him to Embry-Riddle. 
“When I got out of the military in 1972, Embry-Riddle was 
advertising in flying magazines and I kept seeing those ads,” 
he says. “I decided then I wanted to go to Embry-Riddle, but I 
ended up working and building my business instead.”
Years later, when he was in his mid-40s, Mosing fulfilled his 
educational goals, earning associate and bachelor’s degrees 
in professional aeronautics from Embry-Riddle’s Worldwide 
Campus in Houston. 
“To be able to study aviation, which I have a love for, has just 
been fabulous,” he says. 
GivinG baCk
Firm believers in the power of education, Mosing and his 
wife, Alice, have established two student scholarship funds at 
Embry-Riddle: The D. Keith Mosing Family Scholarship and 
the D. Keith Mosing Business and Management Fellowship 
Fund. Additionally, Mr. and Mrs. Mosing are members of the 
Legacy Society at Embry-Riddle, having included a gift to the 
university in their estate.
“When you go, you want to give something back,” he says. 
“If you educate people, I think they’ll also give back some day. 
… Between the church, the schools and universities, we think 
that’s most important.” 
The Mosings have also supported numerous Houston-area 
organizations, including Kickstart Kids, a program founded 
by actor and martial artist Chuck Norris, which works to build 
strong moral character in youth through martial arts.
“Keith and Alice have demonstrated their leadership across 
the aviation industry and in their community of Houston time 
and time again,” says Dan Montplaisir, vice president for In-
stitutional Advancement at Embry-Riddle. “Their commitment 
to his alma mater and support of the Worldwide Campus in 
Houston significantly impact current students and the students 
of tomorrow.”
Montplaisir added, “Keith’s integrity and hard work in build-
ing his company globally is a positive reflection on the Embry-
Riddle name in America and overseas.” 
lovE of fliGht
An ATP-rated pilot for five different jets and helicopters, Mos-
ing says his love of aviation and skill for “connecting the dots” 
in business worked together.
 “I really pushed aviation hard in my business, and it kept me 
from burning out by working hundreds of hours,” he says. “To 
be a businessman and an aviator has been the greatest combina-
tion of fun for me.”
A fan of aircraft as well as flight, Mosing appreciates the ben-
efits of flying at low altitudes in a seaplane, as well as the speed 
and efficiency of jets. Also impressed with vintage aircraft, the 
pilot learned to fly a World War II-era DC-3 tail-dragger and is 
now rated as a captain for the airplane, simply because “it was 
older than me.”
And, it’s not just Mosing who appreciates aviation. His wife, 
father, brother and cousins are all pilots. His adult son, Beau, 
who passed away unexpectedly in 2008, was also an aviator. 
Mosing expects his two young boys, 18-month-old twins, will 
someday find themselves inside the cockpit as well. 
Mosing counts his family among his greatest blessings. As for 
his business, he says, “I take one day at a time … I fly by the 
seat of my pants and I leave no rocks unturned. I think if I do 
things right, I’m honest and have integrity, and allow God to 
lead me in the right direction, success follows.”
P
hoto courtesy of Frank’s International, Inc.
eith Mosing (‘97, ‘95, WW) doesn’t often mince words. The chairman 
and CEO of four companies prefers to speak directly and to the point. 
It’s this plain-dealing style, coupled with his integrity, innate business 
savvy and respect for people that he attributes to his success. That—and 
aviation.K
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PLaTInum eagLeS
Estate of Farshad K. Babazdeh
J. Powell and Nancy Brown
Robert and Bobbi Coleman
Harold and Betty Cope
De Rhoads Dolan
Est ate of Maurice F. and  
Dorothy D. Taylor
Estate of William L. March 
James Fiala
Rudy and Lucille Frasca
Brad and Leigh Anne Giles
Denver Gray
Carol Hemingway
Michael and Debra Karaszewski
Roger Koch
Myron McCall
Leon Noe
A. Robert and Carol Overly
James Ray
S. Harry and Linda Robertson
Leonard Rosen
Steven and Nancy Sliwa
Nancy and Charles Tennstedt
Steven and Christine Udvar-Hazy
Helen Wessel
goLd eagLeS
Jay and Leila Adams
Patricia Arntzen
Gary and Kevin Barth
John Giuliani
Rodd and Lori Gould
Nina Leu
Michael and Kathryn Milthorpe
Emily and Thomas Nissley
James and Janet O’Connor
Mark and Nancy Repanshek
Robert and Janet Rice
Gordon and Celia Ritter
David and Antoinette Slick
Marcia Smith
Manette Speas
William and Eunice Spruance
Stanley Williams
M. Decker and Cheryl Youngman
SILveR eagLeS
James Boyce
Jeff Bramel
R. Scott Bunn
Jeffrey and Nancy Ducommun
Leonard Durrance
L. Gale Lemerand
Charles and Christine Lydecker
Janet Muff
J. Scott and Tracy Penny
William Schoknecht
Edgar Scott and Michelle Carter-Scott
Thomas and Barbara Staed
Ken Steers
Anthony Strianese
Earl and Peggy Whitney
George and Konnie Willis
bRonze eagLeS
Darlyce Albee
Carol and Bob Allen
David Anderson
Deanna Bedford
Kevin Bowler
Philip Brooks
Matthew Chapman
James and Beverly Cone
Victor and Betsy Cresenzo
Laura Daener
Gerald and Marilynn Elder
Philip Elliott
J. Clinton and Glenda Eudy
Kelly and John Ferguson
David Fletcher
David and Angela Grande
Karen and James Hayman
Jack and Beth Holcomb
Leonard and Linda Hubbard
Laird and LeeAnn Johnson
How ard Koch and Ann Marie  
Young-Koch
James Kolbe
Lori Kopp
Kenneth and Mary Lamalie
Harry and Ada Lamon
Kathy Lewis
Sandra and Robert Lloyd
John Long
William and Stephanie Mayfield
John and Ramona Meneough
Harold Owens
Donald and Jean Popp
Deborah Lee Prescott
John Rand
Moira Rankin
Robert and Mercedes Rau
Gerald and Elizabeth Rorer
Roni and John Rummel
W. David and J. Wanda Rummel
Mark Rymill
Michael Scheffres
Deanna Sikes
Barry and Frances Stegall
Marilyn Wagner
Chris Wedge
John Wing
Shirley and Jeffrey Young
SquadRon 500
Laurence Bartlett and Kathleen Crotty
Michael and Rebecca Becker
Luz Benitez
Charles and Mary Blaich
John and Mary Jo Boler
Ian and Lori Brooks
Vishtasb Broumand
Richard and Kathleen Cirillo
Sydney Cohen
Barbara Dovi
June Fairweather
Barbara Fidel Adams and James Adams
Maryam Ghyabi
Tom Gladding
Roberta Harney
James and Mary Jacobson
Raymond and Mary Lou Kenzik
Jeff and Jennifer Krammes
Mark and Debbie Law
John and Anne Maloney
George and Karen McCown
Elizabeth Nelson
John and Kathy Olivero
Howard and Mary Palmer
Jeff and Penny Parks
Bryan and Stacy Perraud
Donald Perry
Daniel Petree
Kenneth Robinson
Robert Rockett
Jeff Routsong
Martha Rymer
David and Yolande Salter
Jeremy Samuels
Louis and Judy Samuels
Neil and Linda Samuels
Thomas and Bethany Sharon
Gregory and Marjorie Snell
Alfred and Anne Sparks
John and Betsy Teaford
Timothy and Ilene Topolinski
Carolyn VanDalen
Juan Vazquez
William and M. Susan Voges
Gregory and Christie Warmoth
June and Jerome Wittfoth
SquadRon 250
Allison Akbay
Wayne and Margaret Bierbaum
Chris and Brenda Boals
Douglas and Louise Booth
David and Alice Brown
Liz Brozell
Ronald Caylor
Vincent Cellini
Ruth Chang
Michael Clark
Charles Coleman
The  
“Embry-Riddle 
family”
is a common phrase on our 
campuses. It reflects our 
shared passion for aviation 
and genuine care for one 
another. Though they never 
graduated from the university, 
our friends are among our 
most generous supporters. 
Last year alone, they gave 
more than $4.3 million 
collectively. Thanks to our 
friends, the Embry-Riddle 
family is healthy and grows 
stronger each year. 
FRIENDS
}
~
Daniel E. Montplaisir 
Vice President, Office of 
Institutional Advancement
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Fredrick and Linda Costello
Michael and Kristen Crotty
David and Marguerite Cummock
Jennifer and Bryan Dickerson
James and Marjorie Eubank
Albert and Doreen Gillespy
Harold Goodemote
Brian Grim
Faris Hawit
Kevin and Maria Hayworth
Lewis and Angela Heaster
Clay Henderson
Patrick Kadrmas
Frederick and Karen Kuehl
Jon Luhmann and Leslie Perin-Luhmann
Florence Machol
Douglas and Michelle Martin
Chester and Frances Masztak
Larry Matthews
Patr ick McCleary and Lori  
Quilici-McCleary
Stanley Obrochta
Tom and Cathy O’Keefe
John Oldt
Rick and Karen Parks
Diane Petrusich
Irwin and Barbara Price
Maurice and Diane Rawlings
Mel and Karen Ray
Douglas and Laura Reece
Paul Roberts
Timothy and Deborah Shafer
Martin and Cheryl Shinko
Julie Smith Flagg
Harold and Cindy Smith
Holly and Thomas Thomas
John and Loretta Tolland
Rose Ann Tornatore
Yen-Van Tran
Rosaria Upchurch
Rashid Zia
Vahid Zia
SquadRon 100
Tariq Abdulaziz
Jeffery and Nancy Adams
Jennifer Adams
Brent Allen
Theodore and Carol Allen
Gail Anderson
Dennis Austin and Sarah Hodges-Austin
Clifford and Deborah Ayres
Arnold and Nancy Azua
Malin Babcock
Mi Hui Baker
William Baker
Matthew Banker
Joseph Bauer
George and Mary Behrens
Scott Belbeck
Cha rles Bennett and  
Gail Hoerauf-Bennett
Joe and Nadine Berg
Kaye and Mark Berman
Chr istopher Blundell and Krista  
Olson-Blundell
Christine Bollmann
Lesley Bone
Paul and Virginia Bosschem
Mark Braconi
George and Shannon Brinkman
John and Sheree Brodak
John and Leslie Brooks
Jeffrey Brown
J. Hyatt and Cynthia Brown
Michael and Kathleen Browne
Richard and Marjorie Bryant
Wallace and Ann Burt
James Buschmann
Brian Butters
Kevin and Frances Callahan
Robert and Kristina Callaway
Mark Campbell
Robert and Theresa Campbell
Herbert and Laura Carden
Randal and Margaret Cashiola
Ruth Ann Cawley
Dorothy Chaney
Howard Chipman
Ernest Coby
Melissa Cox
Chad and YuWen Creech
Suzette Crim
Rodney and Anita Cruise
Deane and Catherine Cruze
Kerry and Debrah Cruze
Mary Custureri
Neil Daener
Mavis Daly
W. Edward and Ruth Deaton
Timothy and Joan Deer
Tammy Devine
Justin Douglas
Peter Dulken
Erica Dunkle
Derek and Heidi Durbin
Frank and Kathryn Eddy
Douglas and Bonnie Engberg
Eric and Teri Engberg
Markus Etter
Deon Evans
Thomas and Kathy Feifar
Richard and Gloria Felton
Luis Ferrer-Vidal
Marty and Sara Fletcher
Peter and Pamela Flores
Brenda and Dennis Focht
Mary Foster
Julia Frassetto
Richard and Susan Gaines
Jacinta Galeai
Carol and William Gallagher
Edwin and Kathleen Garn
Russell and Dolores Garrison
Melvin and Joyce Gephardt
Mark and Jill Gillespy
Lora and Robert Grant
Jenny Gray
Robert Guddahl
Isabelle Guis
Trace and Tonya Gutknecht
Rick Hager
Edward and Patricia Harley
Jerry and Kathryn Hartley
Rebecca Hayman
David and Mary Ann Hazen
Deborah Henderson
Kenneth and Tamra Hilzer
Robert and Doris Hipkins
Allen Hodges
John and Barbara Holzinger
Arnold Honick
Sylvia Jennings
Todd and Jennifer Johnson
Rob ert Johnston and Francesca 
Pandolfe-Johnston
Frederick Karl
Greg Keller
Gary Kelley
Donald and Julie Kent
Richard Keough
Susie Keough
Harry Kerasidis
Jenny Kim
David and Kirstin Kirn
Timothy Kirn
Donald and Geneva Kitzman
Kim and Debra Kline
John and Laura Kraus
Randolph and Kimberly Larsen
Alan Larsen
Alan and Margaret Larsen
Keith and Rita Larson
Max and Sabine Lederer
Anne Lineberger
Lawrence and Barbara Litscher
Mary Lockwald
Emmert and Margaret Lowry
William and Betsy Lum
Mark and Jeni Madden
George and Lillian Martyn
Mark and Barbara Matera
Jody Maxmin
Dan and Norma Mazur
Antoinette McElligott
John and Patricia McLean
Paul and Carla McMullin
Carl and Karen Merewitz
Charles and Deborah Merritt
Eric and Charlotte Meyers
Marilyn Middendorf
Debbie Miller
Geoff Miller
Cheryle Mines
Ayad Ejad Mohammed Ali
Enr ique Monguia and Sonia  
Lopez-Monguia
Mary Jane Mooney
John and Jeanne Morris
Peter and Anna Marie Morton
Jill Muckenthaler
Michael and Shelly Mueller
Jim Murro
James and Joy Neikirk
Janet Nestor
Ray and Patty Newton
Charles Nick
Rebecca Nix
Noreen Ong
Lars Osterberg
Dawn Parr
FRIENDS
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Denise Paterno
Tom Paxman
Katie Perez
Helmut and Sita Pfalz
Lynn and Sharon Phillips
Jeanette and John Pierson
Jeffrey Poplin
Delbert Pratt
Dominic and Pamela Pulice
Victor Quarcoo
Robert Reiss
Jon Revels
Sta cey Reynolds-Carruth and  
Robert Carruth
William Rhyne
Modesto Rivera
Anne Roberts
Jeffrey Rodawald
Ty Rodgers
Hadley Roe and Mary Fox Roe
Epifance Romero
Georgette and Raymond Roper
Maybeth Rosa
James and Janice Rose
Wallace and Betty Routsong
Richard Rutherford
Hernani Valter Saldanha
Timothy Sato
Frank and Renee Sbrocco
Teresa Scannel
Sebastiano Scarampi
Robert Schlager
Tammera Schmalz
Larry Scholl
Dwight and Sheryl Selby
Thomas Seligman
Gerard Short
Jackie Sigua
James and Maureen Sinclair
Lynn Snyder
Tony Sousa
Helen Spoko
Lynn and Angelika Stauffer
Gerald Sterner
George and Connie Stewart
Conrad Stitser
Gregory Strange
Jack and Polly Struyk
Kathy Styer
Thomas and Sharon Sweeney
Thomas and Rita Sweeney
Nancy Tamburello
James and Pamela Taylor
Mary and Gary Thomas
Melissa Thomas
Brian and Linda Tierney
Ronald and Judith Treharne
Jeannette Trine
R. Lane and Pat Truelove
Michael and Kathryn Vahey
Theresa Vickerman
John Wagner
Robert and April Wagner
Debra Walburn
David and Catherine Ward
Walt Wardwell
Linda Warnell
David and Dianne Webber
Charles and Kay Weber
George and Lorraine Weick
Jane Welch
Charles and Carol Wheeler
Roger White
Kirk and Janice Willison
Don and Linda Winchell
James Wise
Jenny Wishnack
Norman and Joan Wnuk
Raymond Woo
James Xinis
Andrew Young and Lynn Durrance Young
Ka Yung
cadeTS
Stephanie Aaron
James and Lucy Allen
Carol and Steven Anastase
Kelie Anderson
Nicholas and Vivien Andrews
David and Barbara Andrukonis
James Antos
Nick and Freda Aquilina
Roger Ashmore and Cathy Ow
Patricia Atkinson
Lynn and Alaina Ault
G. Laurence and Dana Baggett
Elnora Baker
Elizabeth Baldwin
Nichole Ballou
Kym Bass
Frederick and Kathryn Bauer
Michael and Kathleen Baumgartner
Laurence and Merle Beal
David Belfort
Darvel and Lori Bell
Jamie Belongia
Robert and Merari Bernal
Stephen and Amy Bethune
Gregory and Gail Bettcher
Donald Bishop
Warren and Wendy Blackburn
Stephen and Winifred Bolivar
John and Maureen Bonner
Bart and Mary Beth Botting
Lewis and Ruth Boyd
Charles and Mary Boyle
Richard and Arlene Braconi
Matthew Briggs and Brenda Dingus
Donald Brigham
Joseph and Kristin Brost
Frederick and Virginia Bumgarner
Barbara Bunch
Roy Burcham
Richard and Doris Burrell
Julie Butcher
Cathy Butler
Elizabeth Butler
Kirk and Wandell Butler
Stephen and Deborah Caldwell
Margery Calhoun
Lynn Carr
Charles Cataline
Deborah Cataline
John and Sandra Cataline
Suanne Chiacchiaro
Donald and Adrienne Chong
Ernest Choung
Brian Christen
Sharon Christen
Mic hael Clarke and Deborah  
Solosie-Clarke
Kimberly Cline
Lawrence Clonts
Patricia Coe
Zev Cohen
Floyd and Darcia Coleman
Kevin Colwell
Richard and Sheri Conley
Helen Copeland
Robert Creed
Mark and Lynn Criscione
Burnell and Suzanne Crist
Joyce Crist
Rich Crockett
Patrick and Kathleen Crowley
John and Joan Curran
Cheryl and Frank Dadabo
Phillip and Geraldine Davidson
Robert and Prudence Dawson
Rocco and Barbara De Franco
Daniel and Margaret De George
Daniel and Denise De La Rosa
Timothy DeGroat
Peter Dellios
Marcia Deml
Susan Dennis
Joseph and Florence Dolce
David Dombrowski
Teri Drenker
George Dunham
Michael and Patricia Dunham
Stephen and Angela Dunham
Michele Dybell
William and Nancy Ealy
Elizabeth Eastlack and Michael Shaw
Rob and Cindy Eaton
Gregg Eisele
Timothy and Edith Eisner
Jeannine Elkins
Michael and Patti Ellis
Guy and Louis Engler
Eugene Erb
Cindy Evenson
Mary Faber
David and Janette Fairweather
FRIENDS
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Francesca Fambrough
Michael Fann
Todd and Jimi Fanning
Jeffrey and Kandice Favorite
Paul and Kimberly Ferris
Joshua and Karen Ferry
J. Ron and Susan Fielding
Robert Fisher
Norman and Mary Fletcher
Scott Ford-Jones
Madeline Forst
Mark and Julia Fortier
Dorothy Fournier
Meryl Frapper
Patricia Freiberg
Elizabeth Freund
Virgina Furrow
Douglas Galeai
Kathleen Garrett
Terese and Spencer Garrett
Barbara Georgetti
Gary and Susan Gerstenslager
Yolanda Gil
Sharon Giles
James and Marcia Givens
Guy and Sherryl Glassford
Peter and Deborah Glover
David and Gale Gomes
Holly Gore
Jeffrey Gottlieb
Perry and Angela Gottlieb
Martin Graff
Carolyn Grandstaff
Patricia Graybill
Lori and David Gregson
Dale and Veronica Griffis
Todd and Sheli Griswold
Andrew Grose
Thomas and Jana Rae Grose
Jeremy Grove
Kenneth and Karen Grove
Roger Haddy
Dennis and Susan Hagemeier
Kurt Halva
John Hamilton
Brian Hanamura
Martin and Loreen Hansen
Sigmund and Clara Hanus
William and Adrienne Hardimon
Lori Ann and Charles Harguess
Gail Harkins
MaryJo Harrington
James and Margaret Harris
Dina Hartman
Butch Hastings
Ronald and Donna Hayden
Doug and Kristen Haynes
Rodney Hearn
David Heffernan
David and Evelyn Heffernan
Robert and Ethelene Henze
Jeff and Dana Hibbard
Rick and Angela Hodnett
Michael Holen
Diane Holzinger
Harold and Suzanne Hoon
Kirt and Karen Hopson
Michael and Susan Houghton
Richard and Barbara Huber
Steve and Deanne Hudson
John and Donna Hughes
Thomas and Phyllis Hughes
Wil liam Hummel and Lisa  
Easton-Hummell
Robert and Virginia Huson
Todd and Patti Huson
Abigail Irwin
Michael and Suzie Jackson
Robert Jacobs
Robert and Pamela Johnson
Victoria Jones
Roy Juda and Patricia Herrman Juda
Thomas and Sharon Kammerzell
Joy Kautz
Maxine Keffer
Christopher and Doreen Kelly
Barnard and Deborah Kemter
Timothy and Cheryl Kessel
David and Sharon Kessler
Jane Khaiyer
Donald and Lena Kho
Deborah and Donald Kinosz
Clifford and Karen Knitter
David and Susan Koehler
Karl Koeppel
Sarah Kotas
Warren and Mary Krug
William and Dorthy Kuhlman
Dean and Donna Kurtz
Marilyn Kuryllo
Charles Labuwi
Elinor Lamson
Brian and Blaine Lansberry
John and Helen Lauterbach
Marie Laverdiere
Helen Le Donne
Ettore Leale
Dean Lear and Pamela Sebby
Paula Lehman Pezet
John Levandowski
Corina Levy
Norma Linder
Carol Lippold
Imelda Little
Joanna Loehr
Carolyn Lopez
Gilbert and Julie Lozano
F. Thomas and Robin Lubozynski
Robert and Frances Lum
Joan Lunsford
John and Janette Luttman
Ronnie Macaraeg
Allison MacGeorge
Jean Macgeorge
Cynthia Madsen
Ant hony Maggio and  
Debra Onza-Maggio
Gina Majewski
Richard and Donna Mancini
Ralph and Geraldine Marcello
Arlene Mari
James and Crisanta Marshall
Donald and Irene Martin
Brad and Michelle Martyn
Donna Mauro
David and Vickie Mayer
Duane and Cherie Mayfield
Joshua and Lyana Mazon
Shane McBay
Carol McConahay
Christina McConahay
Ellen McConahay
Michael and Angela McConahay
Maggie McCormick
Bill McIntyre
Susan McIntyre
Alexander and Mary Meduvsky
Kirk Meduvsky
Carson and Elizabeth Merkley
Pet er Meyer and Katrina  
McCormick-Meyer
Jane and R. P. Meyer
James Meyers
Julie Meyers
Warren Micale
Mark and Maria Michaelis
Robert and Dana Michalek
Paul and Dawn Mihelich
Alison Miller
Glenn and Nancy Miller
Shirley Miller
John and Kathleen Mills
Benjamin and Casey Mischnick
Karen Mitchener
David and Kari Monk
Michael and Nance Moore
Richard and Christine Moore
Robert and Eileen Moore
Brad and Diane Morgan
William and Patricia Morris
Christopher Mosher
Stuart and Theresa Moyer
Michael and Lois Muehl
Walter and Denise Muench
Victor Muhr
Lee Muns
Edward and Karen Munson
Richard Murphy
John and Rosemary Murray
Michael Murray
Peter and Johnnie Murray
Parker Mynchenberg
Everett and Patricia Nance
Priya Navaratnasingham
Mark and Myriam Nelson
Robert Nieling
Shea Nieto
Victor Nitu
Jeffrey and Susan Noll
Deon and Carolyn Ojan
Dennis and Larissa Osborn
Nancy Ostrander
John and Linda Outten
John and Lenore Packer
Myron and Lauri Paddock
Chuck and Lisa Page
John Page and Linette Guarano Page
Robert and Joann Palmer
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Anthony Pampillonia
Mehul and Seema Pandya
Yevginiy Panov
Leelavathy Parajasingam
Randy and Wendy Pavich
Richard and Cindy Payne
Richard and Sharon Pearson
Scott Peirce
Maxime Petazzoni
Joe and Carolyn Peters
David and Christine Peterson
Andrea Phillips Meissner
Christine Phillips
Edward and Suzanne Pickhardt
George Pihakis
Mark and Karoline Platt
Martin and Marilyn Plinske
Brian Pohl
Sidney and Ann Pokrant
Gary and Judy Porter
Steven and Patricia Porzio
Frederick Pulve
Angel Quintana
James and Sharon Raderstorf
Terry Raile
Ina Ramirez
Gloria and George Ratcliffe
Norman and Donna Rea
Jeremiah and Anna Reed
John and Karen Reeves
Elizabeth Rhyne
Anthony and Barbara Ricciardi
Therese Ricciardi
Sabrina and John Ricks
Susan Ritter
Anne and Harry Robinson
David Rooker
Carol Rose
Michael and Veronica Ross
Leroy and Barbara Routsong
Ronald and Brenda Roybal
John and Mary Ruminer
Judith and William Rutzler
Jerry and Gail Sadler
Anedina Salas
Lyle and Helen Sannes
Richard and Diliah Sasso
Cameron and Janeen Schiff
Kevin Schultz
Kurt and Robynn Schurkens
George and Brenda Scott
Stacey Scrabis
Patrick and Tina Screnar
Marie Seidel
Sarah Servin
Paul and Lu Shane
David and Karen Shea
Rosalie Shea
Suzanne Shea
Robert Shegog
Barry and Dreama Sherman
Timothy and Deborah Shirley
Sally and Ronald Short
Kelly Silberschlag
Frank and Veronica Silva
Gilbert and Joyce Silva
Lewis Silverberg
Kathleen Simone
Vivian Sisneros
Lea Ann Smiley
Edwin and Cynthia Smith
Barry and Susan Smith
Roslyn Snow
Barbara Songer
John and Joni Speanburg
Melvin and Susan Stack
Wencil and Rosemarie Stanek
Scott and Lynda Stephens
David and Phyllis Stevens
David and Joy Streight
William and Karen Strohmeyer
Mary Stump
Roger and Desiree Swartz
Tadeusz and Grace Szalinski
Gil Takemori
Carla Taylor
Chris Taylor
John Terry
Catherine Thames
Sara Thawley
Walter and Gina Theisen
Oleta Thompson
Wayne and Kimberley Thompson
Ricky and Gertrude Thornsberry
Folasa and Veronica Titialii
Anna Uhm
Nancy Ulanowicz
Carl and Anne Valentino
Jean-Noel and Paula Vallejo
Margaret Vanderlipp
Charles and Kenda VanWieringen
Reynold and Jacqueline Vigue
Joseph and Josephine Villecco
Christopher Vogel
Maureen and Brian Wade
Peter and Gwen Wakeman
Suzanne Wallace
David and Deborah Wallis
Joseph and Jean Walsh
Mark and Martha Wanner
Lawonna Wasson
Roberta Watt
David and Heidi Webb
Francis and Marie Webb
Rya n Welch and Heather  
Voges Welch
Derek and Michelle West
Jam es Whealan and  
Anne Hartung Whealan
Nathan and Kerri Wheeler
Stephen and Leslie Whitmer
Sharon Widmann
LInda Wilhelm Osterman
Darin and Shannon Williams
Jill Williams
Thomas Williams
Colleen and Bryan Williamson
Giles and Betty Willis
Sandra Willmarth
M. Patricia and Richard Willms
John and Kathleen Wirtz
Robert Wokasch
Larry and Barbara Wolfrum
Mike Wood
Ted and Edna Workman
Gail Yeaman-Sanchez
Tim Yoder
Alva and Helen Yost
Mark Young and Karen Richter-Young
Frances Zavala-Leos
Jerry and Linda Zeilhofer
Jim Zeisler
Adam and Deirdre Zielenski
Thomas Sieland, Ph.D., a full-time associate 
professor in the Department of Arts and 
Sciences at the Worldwide Campus, is among 
many Embry-Riddle faculty and staff who 
not only offer their time and expertise to the 
university—but also contribute financially. 
Thomas Sieland, associate professor  
Department of Arts and Sciences, Worldwide campus
loyal Supporter:  
Faculty member invests 
in student futures
“It’s the students that make  
Worldwide what it is …  
without the students  
we don’t exist.”
FRIENDS
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PLaTInum eagLeS
Caroline Daniels
James (‘79, DB) and Karli Hagedorn
Jim and Carole Henderson
Mor i (‘79, ‘82, DB) and  
Forough (‘85, DB) Hosseini
Constance Hunter
David and Andrea Robertson
John and Lynne Thelan
goLd eagLeS
Michael (‘76, DB) and Pamela DeGiglio
Zane (‘91, DB) and Mary Rowe
Louis and Christine Seno
SILveR eagLeS
Lawrence and Barbara Clarkson
Robert and Jennifer Crouch
Howard and Mary Curtis
Bernadine and Garth Douglas
Ken neth (‘85, ‘89, WW) and  
Antoinette Dufour
Daniel (‘04, WW) and Margaret Johnson
John and Maurie Johnson
Mark LaPole (‘84, PC)
Joseph (‘74, DB) and Catherine Martin
Maj and Freshteh Mirmirani
Michael and Linda Piscatella
Edward and Lisa Schatz
Thomas and Doris Sieland
bRonze eagLeS
Eleanor and Paul Baum
Steven and Brenda Bobinsky
Tim and Mary Brady
Joslynn Gallop
William and Anne Grams
David and Teresa Hall
Karen and James Holbrook
Raymond and Lynn Johnson
Cheryl Keemar
Ronald and Valerie Keys
Franklin Mayne
William and Linda McMunn
Dorothee Miller
Sanford and Mary Miller
Daniel and Kelly Montplaisir
John (‘68, DB) and Kathy O’Brien
John and Ann Olsen
Christina and Anthony Recascino
Steven and Vicky Ridder
Guy and Maryjo Smith
Wil liam (‘87, PC) Thompson and  
Sally Blomstrom
Eric and Marcia Weekes
Ralph Weiger
Timothy Wilson
SquadRon 500
Sharon and Kenny Amick
Lis a (‘99, DB; ‘03, WW) Anderson 
Spencer and Jason Spencer
Nancy Barrett
Ala n and Davida Bender 
Ste ven (‘05, ‘07, WW) and  
Stephanie Buckner
Scott (‘99, WW) and Catherine Burgess
Andrina and John Carey
Milton and Charlene Cone
Bruce and Carol Conway
James and Cheryl (‘96, DB) Cunningham
Jeffrey Davis
Lance Erickson
Andrew and Rita (‘95, PC) Ferencak
Mark and Kathy Friend
Steven (‘78, DB) and Denise Hampton
William Hampton (‘98, ‘00, DB)
Douglas and Joni Harder
Richard and Mary Heist
Michael Hickey
Charles (‘86, DB) and Melissa Horning
John Ledgerwood and Eileen Jackson
Nickolas and Sue Macchiarella
Reda and Amy Mankbadi
Linda Manning and Bradley Blair
John (‘83, DB) and Julia Maris
Barbara and Carl Martens
Daniel and Hae McCune
Barbara and Marty Munderloh
Tae and Soo Oum
Robert Oxley
Thomas Rajala and Daniele Hagen
Don Roberts (‘95, ‘97, WW)
Kenneth and Jennifer Staton
Dale and Michael Sullivan
Charles and Deborah Westbrooks
SquadRon 250
Ashley Andrews Lear and Scott Lear
Robert Armbrust
Magdy and Linda Attia
Francis (‘87, WW) and Deborah Ayers
Nancee Bailey
Donna Barbie and Richard Kessler
Paul and Maria Bigelow
Cynthia and Kevin Bixler
Rex and Barbara Blake
Phil and Lois Boyer
Anthony Brickhouse (‘01, ‘02, DB)
Ant hony Brown and  
Michelle Pack-Brown
Leeann Chen-Jones and Philip Jones
Thomas and Barbara Connolly
Deborah (‘09, WW) and Howard Creech
Lisa and Matthew Davids
Ste phen (‘94, WW) and  
Suzanne Dedmon
John Denigris
David Esser (‘87, ‘89, DB)
Eric and Cynthia Fisher
Andrew and Cynthia Fraher
Elizabeth and Michael Frost
Samuel and Cheryl (‘01, DB) Granata
Robert and Helen Hall
Jack and Debbie Haun
Kathleen and John Hennessy
Thomas and Ann Hilburn
Cass and Mary Howell
Glenda and Robert Jarrett
Melissa and Jonathan Judy
Patricia Kabus (‘09, WW)
Eileen and James Klein
Lis a (‘97, ‘09, DB) and  
Matthew (‘99, DB; ‘07, WW) Kollar
Andrew and Lucyna Kornecki
Valerie and Thomas Kruse
Rick (‘78, DB) and Patricia Larsen
William and Kathleen Lazarus
Ronald and Tracy Madler
John (‘76, DB) and Darlene Mazur
Irene (‘90, DB) and Philip McReynolds
Ward and Theresa Mead
Robert and Beverly Morrison
Jan (‘07, DB) and  
George (‘86, ‘04, DB) Neal
Leonard and Patricia Ohlsson
Daryl Ono
A loyal supporter of Embry-Riddle students, 
Sieland was instrumental in the creation of 
the Worldwide Staff and Faculty Scholarship 
several years ago. He regularly contributes 
to this fund, as well as the William DeFreese 
Memorial Scholarship, which was established 
in honor of an esteemed faculty member 
who passed away in 2007. Sieland’s giving 
philosophy is simple. “I want to give back,” he 
says. 
Having been at one time in the same prover-
bial shoes as many of the Worldwide students 
today, Sieland empathizes with the challenges 
of balancing family, work and school in order 
to “get ahead.” 
“Just two years after enlisting in the Air 
Force, my wife and I had two children and I 
had three stripes,” he recalls. “I knew I needed 
to do something. … I went to night school for 
four years, just like our Worldwide students 
are doing.” 
At the time, the military did not provide tuition 
assistance. “My parents helped me,” Sieland 
says. 
After retiring from the Air Force and joining 
Embry-Riddle Worldwide, he came face to 
face with students struggling just like he did 
to advance their careers and earnings. As a 
member of a Worldwide scholarship award 
committee in the late-1990s, Sieland was dis-
mayed when he saw the number of deserving 
applicants far outweighed available awards.  
While serving as Dean of Academics in 2005, 
he proposed the creation of a new scholar-
ship fund supported by faculty and staff of the 
Worldwide Campus to the then-chancellor—
and pledged an annual contribution of $2,000 
himself to start the fund. Shortly thereafter, 
Sieland increased his annual pledge by 
$1,000; and, since 2009, he has been split-
ting his $3,000 yearly contribution between 
the DeFreese Memorial and the Worldwide 
Staff and Faculty scholarships.
 “It’s the students that make Worldwide what 
it is … without the students we don’t exist,”  
he says.  
BOARD MEMBERS, FACULTY & STAFF
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Linda Parker
Alan and Bonnie Pratt
Pat rick (‘97, ‘98, WW) Ross and  
Janet (‘98, WW) Cosman-Ross
Peter (‘89, DB) and Donna Rounseville
James (‘04, WW) and Marian Schultz
Mary and William Schwem
Darrel and Debbie Smith
Roger Sonnenfeld (‘86, DB)
Richard and Amy Stansbury
Charles and Melanie Stegall
Larry and Brenda Stephan
Sonja Taylor
Sarah Thomas
Margaret and Bruce Thompson
Rebecca and Paul Vasquez
Joan and Fred Wackowski
Josef Warfel
John Watret and Elizabeth Mathews
Darris and Melinda White
Michael (‘88, DB) and Laurie Williams
Maryellen Wynn (‘90, DB)
James Zeiler (‘80, DB)
Anthony and Mary Ziner
Squadron 100
John Amore (‘73, DB)
Kent (‘99, ‘01, WW) and Teresa Anderson
Jason Applegate
Che rie Armstrong-Cadenhead and  
Randall Cadenhead
Anke and Martin Arnaud
Deborah Bandy
Susan and Daniel Barnhart
Susan and Ed Baxter
Paul Bell
Harold and Carol Bennett
Michele and Per Berg
Harry and Joyce Boden
Samantha and Matthew Bohon
Carlos and Patricia Bravo
Nick and Maureen Brixius
Shannon and Jay Brown
Norma Butler (‘03, WW)
Kenneth (‘01, ‘05, DB) and Regina Byrnes
John and Michele Caldwell
Matthew Callander (‘01, ‘09, WW)
Christopher Carta
Anne Marie Casey
Kathleen and Michael Citro
Terry Cobb
Patricia (‘00, WW) and Richard Cody
Matthew Conyers
Lynn and Russell Cox
Walter and Mary Craig
Anthony and Cynthia Damiano
Linda and Kevin Dammer
Norman and Joyce Dawson
Teena Deering (‘09, WW)
John and Louise Dianto
Rex and Denise Dietrich
Charles (‘96, DB) and Deborah Donahue
Merrill and Donna Douglass
Diane and John Dowhy
Sergey and Irina Drakunov
Barbara and Earl Dryden
Richard and Mary Duma
Wesley and Rosanne Dunn
William Dunn
Edward and Fern Dytko
Edward Ellegood
Michael Farrell
Robert Fiegl (‘93, WW)
Gre gory (‘91, ‘93, DB) and  
Dawn (‘07, DB) Fontaine
Keith (‘83, DB) and Linda Garfield
Bonnie Gauger
Mitchell Geraci (‘09, DB)
James and Deborah Goonan
Dou g (‘89, DB; ‘10, WW) and  
Karen Gordon
Christopher and Cynthia Grant
Arnold Green (‘77, DB)
Thomas and Jolene Guinn
Hamilton and Rahna Hagar
Philip and Marilyn Harman
Robert and Heidi Harsha
Leanne and Gary Harworth
Antony (‘02, DB) and Amy Haworth
Lee and Mary Hays
James and Donna Helbling
Thomas Henkel (‘04, WW)
Thomas (‘10, DB) and Judith Hilgers
Brian Hill
Kathy and George Hill
Thomas (‘00, ‘03, WW) and Etta Holmes
Karen and Gerald Hudson
Reid and Mary Hughes
Donald (‘87, DB) and Susan Hunt
Larry (‘05, WW) and Pamela Jenkins
Alan and Cecelia Jorczak
Robert and Kayren Jost
Kathleen Kane
Georgia and Jonathan Kaney
Ronald and Deborah Keilin
Steven Knabe
William (‘83, ‘90, DB) and Linda Kohlruss
Mary Lahann
Christopher and Tracy Lambert
David and Lisa Lanning
Wade (‘01, WW) and Debbi Lester
James and Joyce Libbey
Jianhua Liu
Dan and Victoria Lupin
Dirinda Maddy
Nicholas and Mary Manderfield
Janet and Michael Marnane
William and Barbara Martin
Steven Master
Mary and Harry McConnell
Scott McEvoy
Dennis (‘78, DB) and Mary McGee
Steven and Patricia Merchant
Gordon and Virginia Millar
James Milsom
William Minor
John Miseyko
Katherine Moran (‘96, ‘97, WW)
Nancy Moran (‘02, DB; ‘06, WW)
Charles Moren (‘79, ‘90, DB)
Ryan Mosher
Bert and Juliana Reames
Daniel (‘00, WW) and Janet Nation
Donald Needham
Louis (‘76, DB) and Cindy Nemeth
Anita Nordbrock
Brian and Becky Nordstrom
Kevin and Lynne Norris
Sarah Ochs
Patrick and Stacey Opalewski
Donald and Claire Parkinson
Kathryn (‘95, DB) and Kenneth Parsons
David and Elizabeth Paschal
Joseph and Jennifer Pauwels
Pamela Peer
Richard Pernell
John (‘90, ‘92, DB) and Ann Phillips
Todd and Paula Poitras
Mariella and Gary Porter
Michael Poulin (‘03, DB)
Lynn and Richard Prine
Kathleen Quinto
Richard (‘88, WW) and Lucia Radvanyi
Paula Reed
Franklin and Manous Richey
Richard and Peggy Roach
Dianne Rogers
John (‘73, DB) and Uta Rollins
Michael and Carrie Rosolino
Eugene and Loretta Round
Richard and Wilma Russell
Sandra and Vincent Saar
John (‘79, ‘80, DB) and LeeAnn Sabel
Charles and Benedicte Sevastos
Conrad (‘62, WW) and Marcia Shad
Vicki Lynn Sherman
Gulamabus and Nargis Sivjee
Horace and Theresa Smith
Francine Smith (‘96, WW)
Marvin and Connie Smith
Elizabeth Snow and Gary Hill
Janice Snyder (‘98, WW)
Michael and Laura Stegall
Hei di (‘94, ‘03, DB) Steinhauer and  
Raul (‘86, ‘03, DB) Rumbaut
Alan (‘95, WW) and Julie Stolzer
Michele Summers Halleran (‘04, DB)
Kimberly Szathmary (‘96, WW)
Mar shall (‘93, ‘99, DB) and  
Valerie Tetterton
David Thurlow
Brian Toung (‘10, WW)
Mas sood Towhidnejad and  
Khandan Molavi
Tori Townsend
Nancy Tran-Horne
Shirley Vaden
Peter (‘69, WW) and Linda Vosbury
Michael and Susan Walsh
Robert Walton (‘08, WW)
Michael and Pennie Weise
Sidney Wheeler (‘04, WW)
James and Trudy White
Justin and Kimberly White
Charles and Linda Williams
Bruce and Ann Williams
E. David Williams
And rew (‘06, DB) and  
Blanca (‘09, DB) Woltman
Wayne (‘61, ‘62, WW) and Mary Young
Valerie and Raul (‘84, ‘86, DB) Zambrano
Stephen and Sylvia Zeigler
Nancy Zeman
Julia and Hank Zirckel
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cadeTS
Barbara Abendschein
Robert Adams (‘01, PC)
Susan and Wayne Adams
Ann (‘06, WW) and Frank Ade
John and Candace Adkison
Ros emarie (‘09, WW) Adragna-Elliott and 
Craig Elliott
Kristy and William Amburgey
Judith and Farrokh Assad
Mark (‘89, DB) and Maria Avellino
Luc ille (‘97, ‘03, WW) and  
Robert Babcock
Christian Barbieri (‘94, ‘99, DB)
Dav id Barrera and  
Melissa Baldauf-Barrera
William Bayliss (‘07, PC)
Farahzad and Sourour Behi
Susan and Eugene Bencsik
The odore (‘82, ‘89, DB) and  
Deborah Beneigh
Charles and Margaret Bishop
Richard and Adriana Bishop
William Black
Bar bara and Damion  
(‘03, PC; ‘09, WW) Blackburn
Elizabeth Blickensderfer
Lida and Alfred Borgnis
Geuorgui Bourov
Kathleen and Bobby Brazell
Maureen and Robert Bridger
Joni and Harold Brown
Deborah (‘93, ‘96, DB) and Dean Burke
Mohamed Camara
Kat hleen (‘09, WW) and 
Frank Campanaro
Sarah Carlson-Ditmyer and Frank Ditmyer
Jennifer Carney and Christopher Wojton
Ricardo Carreras
Kristina Charbeneau
Yoon Choi
Linda and Robert Cimikowski
Aaron Clevenger
Kenneth and Lisa Corbin
Lyndse Costabile
Dorothy Crawford
Chester and Cornelia Crosby
James and Netella Davidson
Therese Davis
Susan Day
Mary Jane Deighan
Faith and Richard DesLauriers
Joa nne Detore-Nakamura and  
Eric Nakamura
Gary and Lynda DeWindt
Mark and Phyllis Dickerson
Adrienne and Edward Dominello
Donna Dorton
Bryan Dougherty
Lisbeth and Steven (‘95, DB) Durnin
William (‘95, ‘05, WW) and Julie Edwards
Peter and Susan (‘10, DB) Erdman
Vincenza and Dominick Falletta
Robert and Sherry Fleck
Gretchen Flint
Linda and Adam Flowers
Maria Franco
Mark and Jane Fugler
Anilkumar Gangadharan
Sat hya Gangadharan and  
Manjula (‘96, DB) Sathyanarayan
Carol and Kenneth (‘04, ‘06, WW) Gardy
Marion Gaston
Donna (‘03, ‘08, DB) and James Giambra
David and Paula Gluch
Larry (‘87, PC) and Debra Gregg
Mar garet and Douglas (‘84, WW)  
Grewing
Johnnye and Alphonso Griggs
Luz and Anthony Hall
Joanna Hartley (‘04, ‘07, WW)
Sara Heffelfinger (‘01, PC)
Dennis and Julie Hermerding
Jen nifer (‘02, WW) Hinebaugh and  
Michael Mulrooney
Corky and David Holley
Cinda Holsombach-Ebner
Andrea and Scott Hooper
Peter and Cynthia Hopfe
John (‘95, DB) and Christine Hughes
Camille Jackson
Curtis and Elaine James
Bar bette (‘99, DB) Jensen and  
Michael Burd
John (‘10, PC) and Kelly Hanson
Joan and Lloyd Jiminez
Leroy and Sara Johnson
Ibrahima and Tiranke Kaba
Angela and Zoltan Kalan
Chad and Jennifer Keller
Blake Kelly
John Khayata (‘89, WW)
Rita Kiefer
Valerie Kielmovitch
Curtis and Diana Kline
Charles and Mary Kucera
James (‘67, DB) and Virginia Ladesic
Eileen Landis-Groom and Richard Groom
Linda and William Larkin
Linda and Richard Lecates
Bonnie Lee
Glen and Lisa Leo
Zhuangren Liu and Li Ding
Olivia (‘00, WW) and Maurice Lloyd
Gerard Lombardo
Maria Lopez
Christine Loughney
Cheryle Love
Cou rtney Luque Jacobson and  
Hector (‘10, PC) Luque Montoya
James Makofske
Patricia and George Manning
Michael and Deborah Masters
Brian (‘93, ‘03, WW) and Janalee Mathy
Keith Mattingly
Theresa (‘05, WW) and Edward Maue
Patricia McAllister
Patric McElwain
Marilyn and John McLatchey
Bobby (‘05, WW) and Evelyn McMasters
Jeffrey (‘05, DB) and Hollee McNamee
Martin (‘89, ‘01, WW) and Patricia Melton
Jill (‘02, DB) and John Meridith 
William (‘04, WW) and Wendy Mesloh
John (‘98, WW) and Jan Metterle
Winfred (‘91, ‘92, WW) and Celia Mihill
Carol and Richard Monroe
Judith Morgan
Nicole Mosley
Andrew and Jennifer Newitt
Richard Nicols
Theresa Nolte
Gini and Daniel Norgard
Heidi and Mikko Nykyri
Edm und (‘04, ‘10, DB) and  
Eunice (‘05, ‘10, DB) Odartey
Sandi Ohman
Timothy O’Leary
Michael O’Toole
Kathleen Pericola
Walter and Cheryl Peters
Jeanette Pfalzgraf
Tiffany Phagan
Michael Pierce
Edward Poon
Darlean Pope
Debra Preston
Eric Probstfeld (‘01, PC)
Julie Rand
Judith Rees
Mahmut and Sevilay Reyhanoglu
Dawna and John Rhoades
Sally Richards
Donna Roberts (‘10, WW)
David and Judy Ross
Robert Ross
Elizabeth and Arthur Serapin
Amy Sizemore
Bruce Slack (‘99, ‘03, WW)
Alison Smalling (‘96, ‘98, DB)
Robert and Karen Smith
Alicia and Stephen (‘95, DB) Smyth
Richard Snodgrass
Leslie Speck
Jeffrey Steinberg
Erik (‘99, ‘05, WW) and Janine Stengel
Anne and David Stokes
Linda Straubel
Ira and Laura Strauss
Stacy (‘88, WW) and Brigitte Strickland
Robert (‘05, WW) and Prakob Terhardt
Jared Testa (‘01, PC)
David Therneau
Romeo and Florence Thomas
Dan iel Thompson and  
Teresa Beerbower
Jack (‘05, WW) and Mary Thompson
Kathleen Thoreson
Janet Tinoco and Robert Pollard
Gene and Diane Townsend
Lorne Trapani
Rachelle Tuttle
Thomas Vickers
Teri Vigneau
Joanne and Mark Wagenschnur
Blaise and Carla Waguespack
Cathy and Stephen Waits
Betty Wilson and Ted Check
Sara and Larry Withrow
Frank Woolcott
Brandon and Tamara Young
Paula (‘99, WW) and Raymond Young
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embRy-RIddLe WouLd LIke To THank THe FoLLoWIng 
donoRS WHo conTRIbuTed $2,500 oR moRe To TeRm 
ScHoLaRSHIPS THaT aSSIST STudenTS LIke maRy SmITH 
acHIeve THeIR dReamS: 
ACSS
Jay and Leila Adams
Patricia and Edward Arntzen
Austin Management Group
Boeing Company Charitable Trust
Jeff Bramel
Braniff Silver Eagles Charitable Fund
Calvert Memorial Hospital
Lawrence and Barbara Clarkson
Compass Group USA
Robert and Jennifer Crouch
Michael (‘76, DB) and Pamela DeGiglio
Bernadine and Garth Douglas
Florida Independent College Fund
Florida Power & Light
Halifax Health
Carol Hemingway
Paul  and Constance Hunter Charitable 
Foundation
JFK Air Cargo Association
Daniel (‘04, WW) and Margaret Johnson
John and Maurie Johnson
Janet Muff
Perry-McCall Construction
Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne
Mark and Nancy Repanshek
Rider Jet Center
Gordon and Celia Ritter
S. Harry and Linda Robertson
Rockwell Collins
Thomas and Doris Sieland
Estate of Maurice and Dorothy Taylor
TBM Owners and Pilots Association
Linda Titus (‘79, DB)
SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships create soft landing for 
student’s leap of faith
As the first person in her family to go to college, 
Mary Smith knows what it’s like to struggle to get 
an advanced degree.
“Just the fact that no one in my family had a col-
lege degree, it was hard for me to get help with the 
basic things,” Smith says. “How to get down there 
[to Daytona Beach], how to 
see the campus, how to pay 
for it.”
In fact, when Smith first 
moved to Daytona Beach to 
start her graduate studies at 
Embry-Riddle’s College of 
Business, she had nothing but 
an apartment. 
“I didn’t know anyone down 
here in Daytona,” she recalls, 
“but sometimes you just have 
to take a leap of faith.”  
And what a leap it was. Fac-
ing the typical living expenses along with a yearly 
tuition bill that was more than her mother made in 
a year, Smith felt plenty of uncertainty at the begin-
ning. “Even up until the first day of classes when I 
sat down in the classroom, I wasn’t sure if I’d make 
it,” she says.
But Smith also understood that the risk was 
worth the reward of receiving a first-rate educa-
tion. Scrambling for student loans and working 
two part-time jobs, she kept all the hard work in 
perspective. “At Embry-Riddle you get what you 
pay for.  If you want the best education, you expect 
to pay for the best.”
Fortunately, she was also able to qualify for schol-
arships from external sources and the university to 
help her finance her education, which she credits 
as critical to her continued success. 
“I am here getting the best aviation management 
education that money can buy,” Smith says. “I’m 
not sure I could have had these great experiences 
without support from scholarships and the College 
of Business.  The support I’ve received from both 
has helped make the difference for me.” Smith is 
scheduled to graduate in December 2011.
As someone who appreciates firsthand the value 
of helping out those with limited resources, Smith 
hopes to one day return the favor by providing 
consulting services for small “mom and pop” avia-
tion businesses to help them compete with the 
“big guys.”
“The ‘little guys’ get left out a lot of the time. I 
was a ‘little guy,’” Smith says.  “I’m not necessarily 
going to get rich off of them, but they deserve a 
chance to have business services and succeed like 
the ‘big guys.’”
embRy-RIddLe WouLd aLSo LIke To acknoWLedge THoSe 
IndIvIduaLS and oRganIzaTIonS THaT conTRIbuTed $5,000 oR 
moRe In ScHoLaRSHIPS To SuPPoRT STudenTS aTTendIng 
embRy-RIddLe:
Achievement Foundation
ACT
Air Force Association—Eglin Chapter
Bah amas National ACADEMIC  
Scholarship
Bailey Family Foundation, Inc.
Bank of America
BB&T
BB& T—John B. and Brownie Young 
Memorial Scholarship Fund
Duke
EBPA
ETS (Education Testing Service)
Eug ene and Daniela Anderson  
Scholarship Foundation 
Families of Freedom
Gates Millennium Scholars
GMAA 
GMA A—Batchelor Aviation Scholarship 
Fund, Inc.
GMS—Hispanic Scholarship Fund
GMS—UNCF
Goodworks International, LLC 
Goo dworks International, LLC Minpet 
Scholarship Fund
Governor’s Scholarship Programs
Grove City College
II-VI Foundation
Int ernational Scholarship and  
Tuition Services
ISTAT
James M. Derr, TTEE
Layford Cay Foundation, Inc.
Local 817 I.B.T Theatrical Teamsters
Lyford Cay Foundation, Inc. 
Marine Corps Scholarship Foundation
Military Department of Tennessee
NASA MUST Program
National Merit Scholarship Corporation
Pinky & Joe Brier Foundation
Princeton University
Roxboro Baptist Church
Scholarship America
Smith College
Sons of Norway Foundation
The Academy of Model Aeronautics
The Union League of Philadelphia
Toh ono O’Odham Education  
Department Scholarship Fund
Tohono O’Odham Nation
UC Charitable Foundation
UNCF
UNCF—Gates Millennium Scholars
University of Pennsylvania
US Bank
Yale University
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In memoRy oF 160TH SPecIaL 
oPeRaTIonS avIaTIon RegImenT 
(aIRboRne) 
S. Harry and Linda Robertson
In memoRy oF Ray aRnoLd 
Stanley Williams
In memoRy oF JameS baSTIan 
Stanley Williams
In memoRy oF Sean bRookS (‘11, db)
Theodore and Carol Allen
Gail Anderson
Patricia Atkinson
Frederick and Kathryn Bauer
Joseph Bauer
George and Mary Behrens
Cha rles Bennett and  
Gail Hoerauf-Bennett
Wayne and Margaret Bierbaum
Warren and Wendy Blackburn
Paul and Virginia Bosschem
Ian and Lori Brooks
John and Leslie Brooks
Philip Brooks
Frederick and Virginia Bumgarner
Barbara Bunch
Elizabeth Butler
Kirk and Wandell Butler
Margery Calhoun
Kevin and Frances Callahan
Calvert Memorial Hospital 
Robert and Theresa Campbell
Lynn Carr
Randal and Margaret Cashiola
Dorothy Chaney
Richard and Kathleen Cirillo
Richard and Sheri Conley
Joyce Crist
Mavis Daly
Mary Faber
David and Janette Fairweather
June Fairweather
Thomas and Kathy Feifar
J. Ron and Susan Fielding
Norman and Mary Fletcher
Patricia Freiberg
Patricia Graybill
Todd and Sheli Griswold
Gail Harkins
Faris Hawit
Huntingtown High School 
Sylvia Jennings
Laird and LeeAnn Johnson
Harry Kerasidis
Jane Khaiyer
Jeff and Jennifer Krammes
Warren and Mary Krug
Randolph and Kimberly Larsen
Max and Sabine Lederer
Mark and Jeni Madden
Antoinette McElligott
Carl and Karen Merewitz
Charles and Deborah Merritt
John and Kathleen Mills
Michael Murray
Owensville Primary Care, Inc. 
Paslode Corporation 
Helmut and Sita Pfalz
Norman and Donna Rea
Susan Ritter
Modesto Rivera
Rymer & Associates, P.A. 
Martha Rymer
Frank and Renee Sbrocco
Teresa Scannel
Robert Schlager
Tammera Schmalz
Kathleen Simone
James and Maureen Sinclair
Lea Ann Smiley
Julie Smith Flagg
Edwin and Cynthia Smith
Alfred and Anne Sparks
St. John Vianney Catholic Church 
Gerald P. Sterner M.D. & Associates 
Gerald Sterner
George and Connie Stewart
Thomas and Sharon Sweeney
James and Pamela Taylor
Catherine Thames
Walter and Gina Theisen
Brian and Linda Tierney
Nancy Ulanowicz
Margaret Vanderlipp
Charles and Kay Weber
Jane Welch
Charles and Carol Wheeler
Sharon Widmann
Don and Linda Winchell
James Xinis
In memoRy oF STePHen budeSHeIm 
John and Sheree Brodak
In memoRy oF SI caRR
Victor and Betsy Cresenzo
In memoRy oF WILLIam coonS
Nicholas and Vivien Andrews
Elizabeth Baldwin
Michael and Kathleen Baumgartner
The Boler Company 
John and Mary Jo Boler
Charles and Mary Boyle
Ercoupe Owners Club 
Gary and Susan Gerstenslager
Cynthia Madsen
Richard Murphy
Rebecca Nix
Robert and Joann Palmer
Martin and Marilyn Plinske
Dominic and Pamela Pulice
Tadeusz and Grace Szalinski
In memoRy oF eLIzabeTH cReSenzo 
(‘95, db) 
Victor and Betsy Cresenzo
W. Edward and Ruth Deaton
In memoRy oF davId cummock
Jay and Leila Adams
Marguerite Cummock
In memoRy oF RobeRT cunnIngHam
Stanley Williams
In memoRy oF SHRInIvaS daLaL
William and Anne Grams
In memoRy oF WILLIam davIS
Victor and Betsy Cresenzo
In memoRy oF RoSe degIgLIo
Michael (‘76, DB) and Pamela DeGiglio
In memoRy oF keITH eaSTman
Marilyn Wagner
In memoRy oF dougLaS eSHLeman 
(‘83, Pc)
Kaye and Mark Berman
Peter Dulken
In memoRy oF RobeRT FaLkInS
Stanley Williams
In memoRy oF JoHn and June FIdeL
Barbara Fidel Adams and James Adams
In memoRy oF JameS FLeTcHeR
David Fletcher
In memoRy oF maRIe FLeTcHeR
David Fletcher
In memoRy oF WILLIam HaaS
Rummel Eye Care, P.C. 
Roni and John Rummel
In memoRy oF auSTIn HaRney
Richard and Doris Burrell
Roberta Harney
Denise Paterno
Jam es Whealan and  
Anne Hartung Whealan
In memoRy oF Jack HunT
Geoffrey (‘86, DB) and Shanda Hunt
W. David and J. Wanda Rummel
Jon i Hunt (‘86, ‘97, DB) and  
Mitch Whitlock
In memoRy oF PauL HunTeR
Pau l B. Hunter & Constance D. Hunter 
Charitable Foundation
Constance Hunter
In memoRy oF caLe kaSTanek (‘02, db)
Sharon Giles
David and Angela Grande
James and Joy Neikirk
John Oldt
Rider Jet Center, Inc. 
Benjamin Rider (‘02, DB)
Shirley and Jeffrey Young
In memoRy oF Raymond kenzIk
Jay and Leila Adams
In memoRy oF STeve kISH
Ercoupe Owners Club 
In memoRy oF kRySTaL kocH
H oward Koch and Ann Marie Young-Koch
Natalie Kreeger (‘99, DB)
In memoRy oF LeonaRd koHn
Roslyn Snow
IN MEMORIAM DONORS
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In memoRy oF eILon kRugman-kadI 
(‘73, db)
Ste phen (‘94, WW) and  
Suzanne Dedmon
In memoRy oF aInSLIe LamaLIe
Kenneth and Mary Lamalie
In memoRy oF JameS LeWIS  
(‘72, ‘88, db) 
BlueWaterPress, LLC 
Kathy Lewis
In memoRy oF RauL LoPez
Jay and Leila Adams
In memoRy oF RobeRT macHoL
Florence Machol
In memoRy oF gIannI manganeLLI  
(‘05, Pc)
Stephanie Aaron
Allison Akbay
David Anderson
Nichole Ballou
Lesley Bone
Jeff Bramel
Liz Brozell
Ruth Ann Cawley
Laura Daener
Neil Daener
Susan Dennis
Teri Drenker
Erica Dunkle
Francesca Fambrough
Holly Gore
Isabelle Guis
Rebecca Hayman
David Heffernan
Joy Kautz
Jenny Kim
David and Kirstin Kirn
Timothy Kirn
Elinor Lamson
Ettore Leale
Carol Lippold
Donna Mauro
Jody Maxmin
Alison Miller
Noreen Ong
Lars Osterberg
Katie Perez
Maxime Petazzoni
Anne Roberts
Paul Roberts
Mark Rymill
Timothy Sato
Sebastiano Scarampi
Thomas Seligman
Jackie Sigua
Gil Takemori
Yen-Van Tran
Anna Uhm
Jill Williams
Jenny Wishnack
Raymond Woo
Gail Yeaman-Sanchez
Ka Yung
Rashid Zia
Vahid Zia
In memoRy oF WILLIam maSSon
Helen Copeland
In memoRy oF RobeRT mckay
Emily and Thomas Nissley
In memoRy oF RIcHaRd meRLIn
James (‘78, DB) and Barbara Young
In memoRy oF HoRace mILLeR
Lida and Alfred Borgnis
Deborah (‘93, ‘96, DB) and Dean Burke
Jeffrey Davis
Michelle Delgado (‘11, DB)
Gary and Lynda DeWindt
Lisbeth and Steven (‘95, DB) Durnin
Joanna Hartley (‘04, ‘07, WW)
Nicola Payne (‘00, DB)
Debra Preston
Amy Sizemore
Betty Wilson and Ted Check
In memoRy oF eLIzabeTH moRRISon 
(‘95, db)
J. Clinton and Glenda Eudy
In memoRy oF gRegoRy muFF (‘07, Pc)
James Boyce
Janet Muff
In memoRy oF JameS neSToR (‘74, db)
Janet Nestor
In memoRy oF maRIon nIcoLaI
Patricia Arntzen
In memoRy oF LaWRence nIx
Deborah Lee Prescott
In memoRy oF davId oveRLy
A. Robert and Carol Overly
In memoRy oF PaTRIck oWenS
Harold Owens
Giles and Betty Willis
In memoRy oF guSTavo Ponzoa
Stanley Williams
In memoRy oF mIcHaeL PoPP (‘98, Pc)
Donald and Jean Popp
In memoRy oF cHaRLeS Ryan
Robert and Mercedes Rau
In memoRy oF WILLIam SIkeS
Deanna Sikes
Kenneth and Shirley Sliwa
Steven and Nancy Sliwa
In memoRy oF PHILIP SmITH (‘89, db)
Marcia Smith
Holly and Thomas Thomas
In memoRy oF R. dIxon SPeaS
Manette Speas
In memoRy oF WILLIam SPRuance
Daniel and Kelly Montplaisir
S. Harry and Linda Robertson
Robert Rockett
SAFE Association 
William and Eunice Spruance
Thomas and Barbara Staed
Thomas and Rita Sweeney
In memoRy oF WILLIam STePHenS
Laurence and Merle Beal
In memoRy oF edWaRd STImPSon
Roger Koch
In memoRy oF cHaRLeS TennSTedT 
(‘79, db)
Guy and Louis Engler
Carol Hemingway
Nancy and Charles Tennstedt
In memoRy oF cHandLeR TITuS
Linda Titus (‘79, DB)
In memoRy oF donaLd ToPoLInkSI 
(‘85, db)
Timothy and Ilene Topolinski
In memoRy oF aRTHuR TWeedIe
De Rhoads Dolan
In memoRy oF goRdon vandaLen
Brenda and Dennis Focht
David and Evelyn Heffernan
Carolyn VanDalen
In memoRy oF davId vInSon (‘84, db)
Mark and Julia Fortier
In memoRy oF LISa WagneR (‘94, ‘02, 
Pc)
Timothy and Joan Deer
Cindy Evenson
Melvin and Joyce Gephardt
Todd and Jennifer Johnson
Donald and Geneva Kitzman
Stuart and Theresa Moyer
Marilyn Wagner
Mark Young and Karen Richter-Young
In memoRy oF FRed WeIck
Nicholas and Vivien Andrews
Elizabeth Baldwin
Michael and Kathleen Baumgartner
The Boler Company 
John and Mary Jo Boler
Charles and Mary Boyle
Sydney Cohen
Ercoupe Owners Club 
Gary and Susan Gerstenslager
Cynthia Madsen
Richard Murphy
Rebecca Nix
Robert and Joann Palmer
Martin and Marilyn Plinske
Dominic and Pamela Pulice
Tadeusz and Grace Szalinski
George and Lorraine Weick
In memoRy oF maRy WILLIamS
Stanley Williams
IN MEMORIAM DONORS
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ENDOWED FUNDS
Endowments fund student futures
When it comes to supporting students, endowed 
scholarship funds are truly gifts without end. They 
ensure that the university can offer scholarship support, 
year in and year out, to its best and brightest. 
Donors	established	nine	new	endowments	this	fiscal	
year (2010-11)—and 100 percent of these were created 
as scholarship funds to support students at Embry-
Riddle. 
Embry-Riddle’s own President and CEO John Johnson 
and his wife, Maurie, are among those for whom an 
endowed scholarship was named this year. The John 
and Maurie Johnson Endowed Scholarship, supported 
by the Johnsons as well as a gift from Perry-McCall 
Construction and others, will be used to assist female 
students	with	financial	need	at	either	the	Daytona	Beach	
or Prescott campus.
The Overly family of Prescott, Ariz. created a new 
scholarship fund, as well. The scholarship honors the 
life and memory of their family member, David Robert 
Overly, a former Southwest Airlines pilot and aviation 
enthusiast, who passed away unexpectedly in April 
2010. The scholarship will provide assistance to students 
with	financial	need	who	attend	the	College	of	Aviation	at	
the Prescott Campus.  
Embry-Riddle alumni and the 2011 Daytona Beach 
Campus Senior Class Council got into the scholarship 
act too, combining their gifts to launch the Alumni 
Association Endowed Scholarship for Students (for 
more	on	this	fund	see	page	43).
Established with a $50,000 minimum gift—or $25,000 
for memorial funds—Embry-Riddle’s endowments are 
managed by the Investment Committee of the Board of 
Trustees. The university’s long-term investment strategy 
is	to	seek	fund	growth	that	exceeds	the	rate	of	inflation	
and rate of annual payout, while also controlling short-
term	volatility	through	diversification	of	investment.	
During challenging economic times, a fund may 
experience losses that place its market value below the 
original donated amount. In that event, no funds are paid 
out	until	it	has	recovered	to	a	sufficient	level	to	maintain	
its principal donation and meet the spending rate for that 
given year.  
Embry-Riddle is grateful to all who have chosen to 
support the university and its students by establishing 
an endowed fund. The list on the following pages 
represents endowed funds that had compiled donations 
of	$10,000	or	more	as	of	June	30,	2011.	
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*Percent change represents the endowment’s change in market value. Factors 
such as growth from gifts, reductions due to annual scholarship payments and 
withdrawals, and investment return determine the endowment’s market value. 
Percent change does not represent the rate of return on investment.
1
1  Peer universities with endowments of $50 million to $100 million. Peer university 
data not yet available for 2011. 
SOURCE: NACUBO
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ENDOWED FUNDS
Frank and Novie Adams Scholarship
Jay Adams and Jim O’Connor Scholarship for  
Student Leadership and Service
AIAA Digital Avionics Technical Committee Scholarship
Alumni Legacy Scholarship
Alumni Association Endowed Scholarship#
AOPA Career Pathways Scholarship
William Ashe Scholarship
Aviation Safety Chair
Robert W. Baker Memorial Scholarship
James W. and Essie W. Barfield Scholarship
James H. Bastian Scholarship
Edward and Jane Bavaria Scholarship
Raynald Bedard Scholarship in Aeronautical Science and Engineering
Stephanie Bellegarrigue Memorial Scholarship
Col. and Mrs. Warren A. Bennett ROTC Scholarship
Virginia T. Bingham Scholarship
Blanchette Scholarship for Excellence in the Computing Sciences
Braddock Educational Success Team (BEST)
Diedre Lynn Braim Scholarship
Brennan College Service Scholarship
Brown & Brown Champions of Character Scholarship#
James A. Bryan, Jr. Fellowship
Careers In Aviation Scholarship
Central Florida Alumni Chapter Scholarship
Cessna Aircraft Scholarship
David M. Charlebois Memorial Scholarship
Bill Cody Scholarship
AAEF- Bessie Coleman Freshman Scholarship 
Commitment 2000 Scholarship
David Counts Memorial Basketball Scholarship
Elizabeth (Lisa) W. Cresenzo Memorial Scholarship
Army ROTC Scholarship, in memory of Herbert C. Crosby 
Ambassador E. William Crotty Tennis Fund
David R. Cummock Memorial Scholarship#
Tom Davis/Piedmont Airlines Scholarship
Andrew C. Deas Scholarship
Diamond Aircraft Scholarship
Kathleen P. Digan Memorial Scholarship
Linda S. Downs “Champions of Character” Scholarship
John and Audrey Eberle Scholarship
AAR Ira A. Eichner Scholarship 
Philip H. Elliott, Jr. Scholarship
Embry-Riddle Florida License Plate Scholarship
Douglas Alan Eshleman Memorial Scholarship
John A. Fidel Aviation Scholarship
Dr. Leon E. Flancher Scholarship
Timothy P. Forte Memorial Scholarship
James David Frost Memorial Scholarship
R. Gagne/S. Budesheim Memorial Scholarship
Robert A. Goldberg, Jr. Scholarship
Samuel M. Goldman and Jack R. Hunt Scholarship
David J. Gonnion Memorial Scholarship
Mark V. Haas Scholarship
The James Hagedorn EmpowerEd Campus Scholar
The James Hagedorn EmpowerEd Prescott Campus Scholar
Benjamin T. Hall Scholarship
David and Teresa Hall Books and Supplies Scholarship
Austin Harney Memorial Basketball Scholarship
Richard Harvey Scholarship
Dr. Albert D. and Toni D. Helfrick Scholarship
Helicopter Studies Book Award
Jim and Carole Henderson “Champions of Character” Scholarship
Hillsdale Scholarship
James Holahan Aviation Communication Scholarship
Russell F. Holderman Scholarship#
Holleyhawk Memorial Scholarship
Frank W. Hulse Scholarship
Jack Hunt Aviator Scholarship
International Order of Characters - Jim Crane Scholarship
Jim Kolbe Scholarship
John and Maurie Johnson Scholarship#
Sharon Jones Scholarship
Cale M. Kastanek Memorial Scholarship
Peter V. Kinkade Memorial Scholarship
Irma Kirk Scholarship
Ron Klotz Memorial Scholarship
C. Jeffrey and Katherine Knittel Book Fund
Leonard Kohn Memorial Scholarship
Todd Kraska Memorial Scholarship
Eilon Krugman-Kadi Memorial Scholarship
Moya and Bill Lear Scholarship
American Airlines Durward “Duke” Ledbetter Scholarship
Arnold M. Lewis, Jr. Scholarship
Lyall Faculty Development Fund
Robert E. Machol Scholarship
Edwin Marchetti Memorial Scholarship
William B. Masson Scholarship
Susan McCarthy Scholarship
John McCollister Aviation Writing Scholarship
Jack and Joan McCurley Scholarship#
McDonnell Douglas Foundation Scholarship
John G. and Isabel S. McKay Scholarship
Marie (Bee) & John McMahon Scholarship
Stefan P. Meister Memorial Scholarship
George Mendonca Scholarship
Richard H. Merlin Scholarship
Charles O. Miller Memorial Scholarship
Alison Mills Scholarship
Miracle-Gro Scholarship
Elizabeth Lee Morrison Memorial Scholarship for Flight
D. Keith and Alice Mosing Business and Management Fellowship
D. Keith Mosing Family Scholarship
Frank H. Moxley, Jr. Scholarship
NARA Business Aviation Scholarship
Nicolai Scholarships
Lawrence E. Nix Memorial Scholarship
Linda Lu Notarpole Memorial Scholarship
Josephine O’Connor Memorial Scholarship
William F. and Dixie B. O’Connor Scholarship
David Robert Overly Memorial Scholarship#
Patrick B. Owens Memorial Scholarship
Amelia Peabody Aviation Fellowship
Donald C. Perry and Louis C. Seno, Jr. Scholarship#
Pinnacle Scholarship
Dr. Norval F. Pohl Memorial Scholarship
Pratt & Whitney Scholarship
Prescott Flight Scholarship
Prescott Golden Eagles - Gehlert Scholarship
Dr. Irwin Price Board of Visitors Scholarship
Kal Seshadri Purushotham Memorial Scholarship
Reserve Officer’s Association Scholarship
Mike Reynolds Memorial Scholarship
Paul E. Richter, Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Steve and Vicky Ridder Scholarship
John Paul Riddle Memorial Scholarship
David and Andrea Robertson Scholarship
Robertson Aviation Safety Archive Student Assistantship
Rolls-Royce Customer Business Scholarship
Charlie B. Ryan Scholarship
SAFE Association Scholarship
Paul E. Sanderson Scholarship
Gary Eugene Savoie Scholarship
Johan Schwartz Memorial Scholarship
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James Shapiro Scholarship
David and Antoinette Slick Basketball Scholarship
Kenneth J. and Shirley Sliwa Memorial Scholarship
Steven Sliwa Scholarship
Philip Dalton “Flip” Smith Scholarship
R. Dixon Speas Scholarship
Captain Bill Stephens Memorial Scholarship
Ed and Dottie Stimpson Scholarship
Robert Sweginnis and Michael Corradi Memorial Scholarships in Aviation
Druria L. Sylvester Scholarship
Kenneth L. Tallman Scholarship
Charles R. Tennstedt Memorial Scholarship#
John R. Thomas Scholarship
Louise Timken Scholarship
Donald Topolinski Memorial Scholarship
Arthur F. Tweedie Memorial Scholarship
Richard Vagnozzi Memorial Scholarship
David M. Vinson Memorial Scholarship
Lisa Wagner Memorial Scholarship
Fred E. Weick Scholarship
Helen Wessel/The Wessel Foundation Maintenance Fund
John Winant Scholarship
Persh Wipff Avionics Contest Scholarship
Persh Wipff Avionics Project Competition Fund
Persh Wipff Memorial Scholarship
Women’s Achievement Scholarship
Rawson Wood Scholarship
Gertrude V. Worthington Library Endowment
Edward P. and Olvena A. Yackel Scholarship in Aeronautical Science
#Funds endowed in 2010-11
ENDOWED FUNDS
Alumni create scholarship for future Eagles
The graduating class of 2011 launched Embry-Riddle into 
a new category of university—one with 100,000 alumni. In 
celebration of this milestone achievement, Embry-Riddle 
graduates from all over the world have established the 
Alumni Association Endowed Scholarship for Students. 
The need-based scholarship was created this past 
spring with initial donations from the Atlanta and New York 
alumni chapters. The fund reached the minimum level of 
endowment in June 2011 with a $2,000 donation from the 
2011 Senior Class at the Daytona Beach Campus. 
“The council was excited to take advantage of this great  
opportunity to contribute to a program that will provide  
continued financial aid to the next generation of Embry-
Riddle students,” says Paul Bell, associate dean of students 
and advisor to the Senior Class Council at the Daytona 
Beach Campus. “We hope that the Embry-Riddle chapters 
around the world will match this gift within the next year, 
maximizing the funding for our students.” 
According to Michéle Berg, executive director for the 
Alumni Association, the goal is to raise at least $100,000, 
and for the fund to provide partial tuition support to 
students representing all three Embry-Riddle campuses. 
“Supporting the Alumni Association Endowed Scholarship 
for Students is an ideal way to celebrate being part of 
Embry-Riddle’s 100,000 Strong and assist our future 
alumni at the same time,” says Berg.
 To make a contribution visit:  
www.eraualumni.org/100kalumnistrong. 
Members of the 2011 Senior Class at Daytona Beach; Photo by Tony Giese Photography.
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Military hero Mike Durant  
(’95, ’97, WW) speaks to 
students at the Daytona 
Beach Campus.Letter from the Vice President
Over the course of human history, the act of discovery 
has	served	as	our	currency	of	transformation.	Unearthing	
new knowledge and exchanging our discoveries across di-
verse populations transforms our lives in profound ways.
For example, when the Wright Brothers made their 
historic	powered	flight	in	1903,	they	changed	the	world—
and all of us—forever, launching an era that would bring 
people together in a way like never before.
It was that great event that eventually brought together 
the two great visionaries, T. Higbee Embry and John Paul 
Riddle, who would set in motion the formation of one 
of the most unique places on the planet: Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical	University.
As the thousands of names in this report on philanthropy 
attest, Embry-Riddle is one of the great gathering places 
for those who have a deep and abiding passion for avia-
tion and aerospace. Over the years you have demonstrated 
that passion with your support of the university.
Whether it is through the Fund for Embry-Riddle, 
student scholarships, research projects, cutting-edge green 
technology or some other important area, your support 
has been key in maintaining our strength through chal-
lenging times.
Even as economic turmoil works its way around the 
globe, Embry-Riddle continues to be a place that provides 
a strong return on investment. Consider the many ways 
that the people of Embry-Riddle are helping others, the 
industry, and even the planet: 
•		Military	men	and	women	are	pursuing	degrees	to	help	
them manage the logistics that move food and water to 
starving populations.
•		Engineering	students	are	creating,	building	and	install-
ing	a	solar-powered	water	filtering	system	for	hundreds	
of orphans in Haiti.
•		A	student	research	team	is	deploying	a	fleet	of	Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles over the Galapagos Island Na-
tional Park to catch poachers who are hunting whales 
and sharks.
•		Members	of	the	Prescott	Campus’	Phi	Beta	Lambda	
organization are dominating Arizona’s largest student 
business	competition	for	five	years	in	a	row.	
•		Embry-Riddle	Prescott’s	Global	Security	and	Intel-
ligence Studies (GSIS) program is helping secure our 
nation by preparing our intelligence professionals.
•		Engineering	students	are	developing	lightweight	proto-
type	Unmanned	Systems	that	our	soldiers	can	carry	
into battle and hand launch to provide crucial video 
surveillance. 
•		The	University’s	new	campus	in	Singapore	is	leading	
efforts	to	expand	U.S.	aerospace	presence	in	Asia	by	
helping create a more educated workforce. 
•		University	researchers	are	testing	new	technologies	
at the FAA NextGen Test Bed to make our skies safer 
and	flight	more	economical.
•		Green-engineering	student	teams	are	exploring	the	
next generation of eco-friendly automobiles and 
airplanes.
This list is just a small example of the many powerful 
ways Embry-Riddle is using your investment to seek new 
knowledge and address the major challenges facing our 
nation and planet.  
On behalf of your friends at Embry-Riddle, I would like 
to	thank	you	for	your	continued	investment	in	your	Uni-
versity. The support you give yields many happy returns 
in the form of the great accomplishments of students and 
alumni	who	will	help	shape	the	next	great	era	in	flight	and	
beyond.
 
 
Daniel e. MontPlaisir 
ViCe PresiDent 
offiCe of institutional aDVanCeMent
The Wright Brothers created the single  
greatest cultural force since the invention of  
writing. The airplane became the first World 
Wide Web, bringing people, languages, ideas, 
and values together.  
—Bill Gates, CEO of Microsoft
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Mr. John Amore  
Chief Executive Officer 
Global General Insurance
Zurich Financial Services (retired) 
Staten Island, N.Y.  
Mr. Lawrence W. Clarkson
President
Boeing Enterprises (retired) 
Marietta, Ga.  
Ms. Caroline Daniels 
Chairman and Chief  
Executive Officer 
Aircraft Technical Publishers 
Brisbane, Calif.
Mr. Kenneth Dufour  
President 
Aviation Management Consulting, Inc. 
Rockford, Ill.  
Mr. Jeffrey feasel   
President and CEO  
Halifax Community Health System 
Port Orange, Fla.  
Mr. James hagedorn 
Chairman and CEO   
The Scotts Miracle-Gro Company  
Marysville, Ohio  
Mr. Jim henderson   
Chairman and CEO
AssuredPartners, Inc.
Lake Mary, Fla.
Dr. Karen holbrook 
Vice President for Research  
and Innovation 
University	of	South	Florida	
Tampa, Fla.
Mr. Mori hosseini  
President 
Intervest Construction, Inc. 
Ormond Beach, Fla. 
General ronald e. Keys (retired, 
united states Air force) 
Principle—RK Solution Enterprises
Senior Advisor
Bipartisan Policy Center 
Woodbridge, Va.  
Mr. Joseph Martin
Office of the Chairman and  
Vice Chairman of the Board  
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President & CEO  
Jon Hall Automotive Group 
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Mr. David robertson 
Owner, Robertson Racing LLC 
Ray Township, Mich.  
Mr. Jean G. rosanvallon 
President & CEO  
Dassault Falcon Jet, Inc.  
New York, N.Y.  
Mr. Zane rowe 
Executive Vice President &    
Chief Financial Officer  
United	Airlines
Chicago, Ill. 
Mr. Louis C. seno, Jr. 
President & Chief Executive Officer  
Jet Support Services, Inc.
Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Dan Montplaisir
Vice President
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Assistant Vice President  
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Executive Director
Alumni Relations
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Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
600 S. Clyde Morris Blvd.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
➊ Private support changes lives.
Tuition alone does not cover the actual cost of educating an Embry-Riddle 
student. Without private support, many students would not be able to begin 
or complete their studies.
➋
  Almost everyone needs help in these tough  
economic times. 
Over 95 percent of students will receive some type of financial aid this year. 
Your support helps us recruit the best students, regardless of their financial 
circumstances.
➌ More support means higher rankings.
College rankings, like those of U.S. News and World Report, use alumni  
giving participation rates as a factor in determining overall institutional 
quality ratings. Higher rankings mean a more valuable degree by raising the 
reputation of Embry-Riddle in the eyes of corporations and organizations 
that want to hire the best.
➍ Your support goes exactly where you want it.
Whatever you choose to support—innovative academic programs, student 
scholarships, campus technology—every dollar goes to the things you care 
about most.
➎  Because you care about the aviation and aerospace industry. 
The major airlines hire more alumni from Embry-Riddle than any other  
collegiate aviation program. And many people working behind the scenes—
from engineers to researchers to aeronautical executives—built their  
knowledge, self-confidence, and leadership skills at Embry-Riddle. Your gift 
also benefits the future of an industry you often entrust with your  
own safety.
Why stop at five?  Tell us your reason for giving at annualfd@erau.edu.
Any size gift makes a substantial  
impact on students and the future of the 
industry. Go online and make a gift.  
As a special thank-you, we’ll send you 
an Embry-Riddle luggage tag.
Or send a check - payable to Embry-Riddle
ERAU Contributions • P.O. Box 864436 • Orlando, FL 32886-4436
Make an impact today, visit givingto.erau.edu
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